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Four year Scottish course
strives to solve shortage of
qualified BSL interpreters

In a first for Scottish universities, a degree level course will be launched in British Sign Language (BSL)
interpretation at Heriot-Watt University
Ed Gould

“This course will have a
potentially great positive impact
on access to services for Deaf
people, including access to
employment and training”
The SFC, founded in 2005, is responsible
for allocating Scottish Government funds to
colleges and universities. “There is currently
no undergraduate BSL degree available at a
Scottish university and until now anyone in
Scotland interested in studying BSL fulltime,
and to degree level, has had to travel to
England for their study,” the SFC stated.
Professor Turner told Hearing Times that
the course will be split up into four pathways,
so BSL is studied alongside other modern
languages including Spanish, English,
German and French. “There is no BSL only
option,” he said.
According to Turner, BSL is treated as a
language equal to other European languages by
being embedded directly into the same overall
suite of programmes offered at the university.
“This highlights our understanding that
BSL is a language as rich and complex
as any other, and that interpreters and

Heriot-Watt

“We are placing BSL squarely alongside
other modern languages,” said Professor
Graham Turner, Chair of Interpreting and
Translation Studies at Heriot-Watt. “BSL
studies will be within a programme structure
that has for over 40 years been producing
translators and interpreters to work at the
highest international standards.”
The first intake of undergraduates will
commence studies in September 2012 and,
to achieve a full degree, will undertake a four
year programme.
The course was developed following the
successful award of £744,192 over six years
to the university by the Scottish Funding
Council (SFC).

The new course supports the Scottish government’s ambition for BSL to become recognised as
a modern language and create highly employable graduates with in-demand skills

translators with BSL need all of the same
skills and professional qualities as those
working with spoken or written languages
alone,” he explained.
Upon successful completion of the course,
students can expect to achieve a qualification
that is recognised UK-wide from the National
Registers of Communication Professionals
working with Deaf and Deafblind People.
Heriot-Watt claims this means the type of
course offered will be the first of its kind in the
whole of Britain.
“The degrees taught here are unique in
the UK in that they will train students, who
may enter with no knowledge of BSL, to
become fully qualified professional BSL/
English Interpreters within only four years of
study,” Turner told Hearing Times.
According to SFC, the course is much
needed as there is a shortage of qualified

BSL interpreters both North and South of the
border. “I am delighted that the graduates
of this course will have a potentially great
positive impact on access to services for Deaf
people, including access to employment and
training,” said Mark Batho, Chief Executive of
the SFC.
Students will spend the third year of the
course in placements, working closely with
members of the Deaf community, to immerse
them in sign language and to learn BSL in
real life contexts.
“The mix of academic and experiential
learning involved allows students to become
acquainted with the demands of working as an
interpreter,” said Turner. “We are pleased to
support the Scottish Government’s ambition
for BSL to become a modern language,
creating highly employable graduates with
in-demand skills,” added Batho.
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Support Deafway’s
‘1000 friends for
Maria’ appeal
Maria is a profoundly deaf young girl
living in desperate poverty in Uganda.
When she was less than two years old, her
parents deserted her, leaving her widowed
grandmother to look after her.
Without specialist education, Maria, now
aged six, will never learn to communicate,
she will never make friends and she will
have a very bleak and frightening life.

18 months ago, Deafway formed a
partnership with St. Anthony’s, a tiny,
struggling school for deaf children in Maria’s
area of Uganda (south of Kampala, near
to Nkose). This is a potentially wonderful
school, but it has no money. Neither
Maria’s grandmother nor the families of the
other deaf children can afford school fees
- and there is no money available from the
government. At the moment the children
go begging after lessons so that the school
can afford to feed them.
Their aim is to be able to fund and
support the school for an initial two year
period - salaries and training for the
teachers, food for the children (it’s a
boarding school), support in how to set up
and run a school properly. During the two
years, Deafway will show the difference
the school can make to Maria’s life and the
life of many other deaf children and help
ensure future funding.
Deafway need to raise £60,000 - that
will cover all of the costs for the school to
educate 50 deaf children for two years.
That’s just £24 per child per week to pay
for all the teacher’s salaries, food and
accommodation.
So far around £40,000 has been
pledged and a further £20,000 must be
raised by 31st March. The ‘1000 friends for
Maria’ appeal could make a real difference
and all you need to do is give £10.
To help text £10 for UGAN01 to 70070 or
donate online at www.deafway.org.uk
For further information email nicola.
bell@deafway.org.uk or call 01772796461
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A note from the Editor
This issue of Hearing Times
is packed with the latest news,
interesting interviews and
fascinating features to keep you
up-to-date with the deaf and hard
of hearing communities and those
in hearing care professions.
As usual, you will find our
events guide packed with the
latest events and theatre listings,
if you are organising an event and
would like to advertise it, do get in
touch with a member of our team
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk.

Helen Dewey
Editor

Next month, Hearing Times is
launching a problem page!
If you’re facing an issue relating
to your deafness, whether it’s
personal, social or equipmentrelated, writer Charlie
Swinbourne will be responding
with his considered advice.
All contributions will be treated
confidentially.
Please send your problems to
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
If you have an exciting news story to
report, an opinion to express, or an
event to promote get in touch at
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
Contributors: Steve Crump, Charlie
Swinbourne, Juliet England, Deafinitely
Girly, Ed Gould, Breish Rowe, Matthew
Munson, Violet Oliver, Lizzie Ward, Charly
Partridge, Alfie Loki

Thanks also to: IAC, Deafness
Research, Action Deafness, Hidden
Hearing, Beyond PR, Specsavers,
Conversor, NDCS, DCAL, BTA, Rayovac,
Deaf Trust, Action on Hearing Loss,
Cued Speech, Deafness Research,
Deafax, Unitron, Derbyshire Police,
Advanced Bionics, SignHealth, BDA,
Ardent Hare, Jenny Sealey, VRS Today
Hearing Times is protected by copyright.
To reproduce articles featured in this
month’s issue, email your request to
info@hearingtimes.co.uk
Hearing Times is an independent newspaper,
published 11 times per year. The newspaper
is distributed throughout the United Kingdom
to charities, ENT and hearing therapy clinics,
audiologists, hearing aid dispensers, care homes
and schools as well as individual subscribers
reaching an estimated readership of over 23,000.
The contents of Hearing Times are copyrighted
and no part may be reproduced in part or whole
without prior consent from the newspaper.
The opinions expressed in articles, columns or
adverts are those of the writer or advertiser and
not necessarily those of Hearing Times C.I.C..

Communities encouraged
to ‘Meet the Police’
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Police officers in Leicester are supporting the launch of a new drop-in
service for people who are Deaf and hard of hearing, which is aimed at
removing the barriers to communication that often make accessing police
services very difficult for those communities
The drop-in sessions will be held at the
Action Deafness offices at the Peepul Centre,
Orchardson Avenue, Leicester. Starting on
Wednesday 1 February the drop-in service
will be held on the first Wednesday of every
month, from 10am to 12 noon.
British Sign Language (BSL) interpreters
will be available to aid communication
between police officers and D/deaf people
whose first language is BSL. A loop system
will also be available for hard of hearing
people who have appropriate hearing aids.
D/deaf awareness training sessions have
been provided to 16 police officers by Action
Deafness Cultural, and it is from this group
that the drop-in service will be staffed. The
training ensures officers understand and are
better prepared to work with people from
the Deaf and hard of hearing communities.
However, British Sign Language to level one

standard will be provided to police officers by
Action Deafness in the future.
Sergeant Sarah Widdowson is the
team leader for the Belgrave and Latimer
neighbourhood beat teams who work in this
area, and has also received the awareness
training. She said, “The presence of the police
at the drop-in sessions will ensure people from
the Deaf and hard of hearing communities
benefit from advice on a variety of police
subjects, for example neighbour disputes,
anti-social behaviour and crime reporting.
“The service will increase their
accessibility to mainstream services,
and provide a wide range of advice and
information to a group within the community
that has always been difficult to reach. The
Peepul Centre is in exactly the right location,
and is able to host this service within its wide
range of community services.”

Jaz Mann, Manager for the Action
Deafness Cultural department said, “We are
so pleased that the Leicestershire Police
have recognised the need to make their
services accessible for Deaf and hard of
hearing people, and it is encouraging to see
the innovative ways we have been able to
work together.”
For further information call Action
Deafness Cultural on 0116 2533205; or
email hearnow@actiondeafness.org.uk
or SMS 07816 950186

150,000 children to help break charity world record
More than 150,000 schoolchildren from the UK and overseas will this month take part in a charity record breaking
attempt for the most people signing and singing a song simultaneously
Pupils at schools in Great Britain,
Africa and Spain will be participating in the
sign2sing world record attempt organised
by the charity SignHealth at 2.45pm on
Wednesday 8 February.
Steve Powell, Chief Executive at
SignHealth, said, “Our Guinness World
Records™ sign2sing project is a challenge to
break the world record for the most people
singing and signing a song at the same time.
“Almost 95,000 children took part in our
first sign2sing event last year (February
2011) and smashed the previous record,
which was 13,418. We are hoping to beat our

current record and already it looks like more
than 150,000 schoolchildren from the UK and
overseas are participating in this year!”
Young people from all over the country
and overseas will sign a song, entitled
‘sign2sing’, composed especially for the
event. The lyrics were written by Garry Slack,
author of the award-winning ‘Sign with Olli’
books and the music was composed by Paul
Fairey, who has written various theme tunes
for television and radio.
SignHealth, which provides health-related
services for all Deaf people, has produced a
DVD to show children how to sign the song,

as well as a resource pack for teachers to
use within the school curriculum.
Sarah Teather MP, the Minister of State
for Children and Families, Dave Benson
Phillips, children’s TV presenter, and Julia
Donaldson, children’s Laureate and famous
author, are all supporting sign2sing 2012.
Registration for sign2sing 2012 has now
closed but the charity is hoping to organise
the event again next year (2013) and people
wishing to take part are invited to contact the
charity to register their interest.
For more information visit www.
sign2sing.org.uk or call 01494 687600

Is winter itself the sticking point for glue ear?
Latest research reveals link between climate change and ear infections in children
Children are now developing ear infections
(known as Otitis Media - OM) in the winter
months of December and January, about two
months later than in past decades. Analysis of
trends since 2000 from the General Practice
Research Database suggests a link to global
warming and researchers are warning that
GPs could face more pressure in treating the
condition in one of the busiest periods of the
year for health workers.
Deafness Research UK has funded
two scientists to investigate trends in this
common disease using a large database
of GP consultations from the 2000s. These
and figures from other countries show
consultations for OM gradually declining over
the years.
The condition is more common in winter
and this needs to be taken into account when
looking at possible change across the years.
The researchers had not expected to find
the winter peak displaced, but saw that the
usual sharp October/November rise was now
coming later in the autumn and into winter.
The annual decline has been steepest in the
autumn months.
One possible explanation is the warmer
autumns in recent years preventing seasonal
viruses (which cause colds and trigger
OM) from getting established as early as
previously. The importance of temperature in
month-to-month variation suggests that this
is indeed a major factor.
Glue ear, which is a major consequence
of OM, is the retention of fluid in the middle
ear for some weeks after an ear infection.

It causes hearing loss that often changes
children’s communication and behaviour. Its
annual cycle is a month or more delayed with
respect to that for OM. The researchers found
the glue ear peak occurred progressively
later in recent years, just like the cycle for the
primary infection, OM.

Glue ear is the retention of fluid
in the middle ear for some weeks
after an ear infection.
“It is known that overall global warming
has been slower recently, but the autumn
rise in ear infection consultations in the UK
has still been happening later and later,”
said Professor Mark Haggard, Deafness
Research UK Chairman and a Senior Visiting
Researcher at the University of Cambridge.
“We have used controls for as many of
the known factors as possible and we find
a close link to the actual month-to-month
temperatures within the years studied. So
we have to consider that the overall change
in pattern is partly due to changing aspects
of climate, particularly the milder autumns of
recent years. Some respiratory viruses are
temperature-sensitive.”
Professor Haggard has been analysing
the data with Dr Ian Williamson of the
Department of General Practice at
Southampton University who, as a practising
GP, has a strong interest in the implications of
the data for UK GPs. “The timing and nature
of advice to GPs and parents may have to
reflect these changing patterns,” added Dr

Williamson. “In those children who do get
glue ear following an ear infection, more of
this will now occur in December/January
rather than November. This is a period when
there are other pressures on families and
overall demand on the health service has
built up. Nevertheless it is still necessary to
look out for children who miss sounds and
appear not to be paying attention, or are
being less cooperative than usual, as these
are the signs of glue ear.”
Vivienne Michael, Chief Executive of
Deafness Research UK, said, “Glue ear
remains a problem among young children
and this latest research could prove useful in
helping GPs and others in the health service
to recognise where the peaks and troughs
are now likely to be. Then they can provide
the necessary cover.”
For further information on deafness
and deafness-related conditions call
freephone 0808 808 2222 or visit www.
deafnessresearch.org.uk
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Top marks for deaf aware police service

3

Ed Gould
The charter, issued by Action on Hearing
Loss, was the only one to be held by an
English police service last year, and its
renewal recognises the work done with
hearing impaired colleagues and members
of the public.

Derbyshire Constabulary have
embedded deaf awareness
training in officers and staff, while
providing additional resources
in enquiry offices and increasing
communication systems

Derbyshire Constabulary

“Derbyshire has the highest number
of deaf and hard of hearing people in the
country proportionate to the population,” said
Mick Creedon, Chief Constable of Derbyshire
Constabulary. “This is why keeping this
charter for another year is so important.”
The charter mark, known as ‘Louder than
Words’ is awarded in the first place following
an inspection from Action on Hearing Loss.

Louder than Words training material

According to them, the charter mark is
offered so that people who are deaf or hard
of hearing in the UK have equal access to
work opportunities and the same levels of
service as anyone else. “We work to ensure
that all changes are inexpensive, appropriate
and easy to implement,” the group stated.
In order to renew their charter a self
assessment had to be completed and
submitted by the Corporate Communications
section of the Midlands Police Service.
Derbyshire Constabulary said that this work
included embedding deaf awareness training
for officers and staff, providing additional
resources in enquiry offices and increasing
communication and contact systems.
In particular, signage resources, holding
face to face meetings and on line surgeries
for the deaf and hard of hearing community
were used to improve the service offered by
the constabulary.
Derbyshire Police’s ‘Louder than Words’
renewal submission and actions have been
praised by Action on Hearing Loss. According
to them, Derbyshire Police has 18 key staff
members in place currently working towards
Level 1 in British Sign Language.
“This was a very concise self assessment,”
said David Sloane from Action on Hearing
Loss. “It shows that Derbyshire Police have
continued to demonstrate their commitment
to improving the accessibility for people with
hearing loss,” he added.
Other organisations that have achieved
the charter mark include Hearing Dogs for

Hot-footing it for charity

The British Deaf Association (BDA) is holing a series of ‘Firewalks’ on 17 - 18
March, as part of their fundraising campaign, in which volunteers will walk
with bare feet over burning embers

Ed Gould
There will be three locations, across
the UK, where people can attend the hotly
anticipated events. The BDA announced that
participants will need to raise a deposit sum
over £50 to book their places, and to continue
collecting sponsorship to reach an individual
target of £150.
“This target ensures that we have enough
money to cover the costs of the Firewalk as
well as raise a small income for our charity,”
said Paul Challinor, Fundraising Events and
Donors Manager at BDA. “With this being our
first national event of this type it is impossible
to predict the outcome but we hope it will be
a popular event,” he added.
The BDA, which was founded in 1890,
said that that it will be awarding a mystery
prize for the barefoot participant who is able
to raise the most sponsorship funds for their
challenge.
The cities of Belfast, Bristol, Glasgow,
Derby, London and Preston were originally
chosen as the locations for the Firewalks, but
this has since been reduced to three.
“We selected the areas for our Firewalks
based on our connections with the Deaf
community,” Challinor told Hearing Times.
“Preston and Derby both have BDA offices
and are therefore linked with the Deaf
community.”
“Bristol has a thriving Deaf community as well
as a rebound BSL / Deaf research facility that has
produced some ground breaking material which
supports our campaigns,” he added.
All those wanting to take part in a Firewalk
must be over 18 and it is not recommended
that they participate if they are under the
influence alcohol or non-prescription drugs.
All the candidates will be obliged to take part
in a 45 minute training session prior to the
Firewalk to prepare for the event.

“If the organisers are in any doubt of
a person’s competency to complete the
challenge they will not be allowed to take
part,” Challinor said.
The BDA’s fundraising team was
resurrected in response to the worsening
economic climate. Challinor explains the
BDA has never been Government funded
and therefore relies heavily upon donations,
legacies and trust funding.
As less people have been making
donations, and there has been increased
competition for trust and grant funding, so the
need to raise funds has grown.
“The Firewalks are just one of our
fundraisers,” explained Challinor. “And they
are part of our national BSL Day campaign,
which takes place every March to celebrate
recognition of British Sign Language by the
UK government.”
The BDA will also be organising a
signathon to coincide with BSL Day and
has announced the launch of a new DVD
resource for schools and youth groups.
For anyone interested in getting involved
with fundraising for the BDA please
contact Paul Challinor at paulc@bda.org.
uk or visit the website for more details
www.bda.org.uk

Action on Hearing Loss

Derbyshire Constabulary has announced that it has retained a charter
awarded for its work with deaf and hard of hearing communities

Derbyshire Police has 18 key staff members currently working towards Level 1 in BSL

Deaf People, The Identity and Passport
Service of Northern Ireland.
“However, the Constabulary is the only
organisation in Derbyshire to achieve this
standard,” said Sloane. Action on Hearing
Loss told Hearing Times that it encouraged
all constabularies to be involved and take up
the charter mark. “This will help with policing
that encompasses and recognises the
diversity in the community and is dedicated to
promoting diversity within its own workforce,”
it stated.
The Police Retraining and Rehabilitation
Trust, based just outside Belfast, is one of
the organisations listed by Action on Hearing

Loss as currently working towards the
charter, however no constabulary, other than
Derbyshire, is involved.
“I am delighted that that we have
maintained, improved and shown innovation
and commitment with this charter,” added
Chief Constable Creedon.
Derbyshire Constabulary can be
contacted by SMS on 07800 002414 or
Minicom on 0845 6049010.
Organisations wanting to take part in
the ‘Louder than Words’ programme
should contact Emma Salkeld at
louderthanwords@hearingloss.org.uk
Advertisement
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Tinnitus Awareness Week 2012
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The theme for the week is “Raising Awareness in Primary Care” and the BTA are hoping that all those interested
in tinnitus will want to get involved
Raising GPs’ awareness of tinnitus

One of the main aims for the week is to make GPs more aware of tinnitus and how to
help support patients with the condition. Says David Stockdale, Chief Executive of the BTA,
“All too often we still hear callers telling us that their GP has told them to ‘go away and learn
to live with it’ or that ‘there is nothing that can be done,’ - and sometimes we hear far worse.”
“We know we need to make GPs more aware of how to support a tinnitus patient and
indeed where to send them for further help, be it a local tinnitus clinic, support group or to
the BTA. We are asking for help to do this.”
He adds, “We have produced a leaflet ‘Ten Top Tinnitus Tips for GPs’ and are asking
people to take them to their local surgery during Tinnitus Awareness Week 2012. You
can request copies from us by telephoning 0114 250 9933 or download one from the BTA
website www.tinnitus.org.uk/TAW2012.”
David concludes, “We believe that by providing GPs with this vital information, we will
be able to encourage more positive support right from the first appointment. If patients with
tinnitus feel they are being supported and advised right from the start, we are sure this will
have a huge impact on their ability to manage their tinnitus better.”

How hearing specialists can help

The other aim for Tinnitus Awareness Week 2012 is to get Audiologists and hearing
specialists to inform GPs about the services available at local hospitals for tinnitus patients.
The BTA are encouraging them to set up events for GPs to attend, or indeed to go out to
GP training sessions to inform about tinnitus and the help that is available.
The BTA have produced an information booklet ‘Raising awareness in primary care’ which
should provide all the information that is needed to this end and are already aware of several
events and initiatives which will be taking place during Tinnitus Awareness Week 2012.
The booklet is available to download from www.tinnitus.org.uk/TAW2012.
Further resources and support are available from the BTA website or from Emily
Broomhead, who can be contacted on 0114 250 9933 or emily@tinnitus.org.uk

Getting going: the Tinnitus
Priority Setting Partnership
Emily Broomhead of the British Tinnitus Association reports on the Tinnitus
Priority Setting Partnership
What are the most important
unanswered questions about tinnitus
treatment? We need your help to gather as
many questions as possible. So far we’ve
already had a great response from the
general public and clinicians but we need
as many people as possible to get involved
and tell us what your biggest unanswered
questions are too.
Unidentified questions are being sought
through the use of a survey.
It is available online at www.
surveymonkey.com/s/JLAtinnitus and a
downloadable version is available at www.
tinnitus.org.uk/JLA (as are the full project
details) or you can request a copy from the
BTA by calling 0114 250 9933.
The project, formally known as the
Tinnitus Priority Setting Partnership (PSP)
has input from a broad range of partners,
led by the BTA. The aim of the project
is to identify the unanswered questions
about tinnitus treatment from patient and
clinical perspectives and then to prioritise
those that patients and clinicians agree are
the most important. These questions can
then be used to encourage researchers to
investigate what is important to both groups.
Research funders, including the BTA,
can then use the list to identify research
applications which will answer questions
that patients and clinicians have agreed are
a priority.
The project will also help to increase
awareness of why research into tinnitus is
necessary and important. It will be used to
campaign for other major funders to invest
in tinnitus research, as there will have been
an independent process to identify that the
research is necessary and relevant.

The questions asked by everyone who
fills in the survey will then go through a
filtering process. Questions that may have
already been answered will be removed and
any that are similar will be grouped, until
there is a full list prepared.
All of the questions on this list would
eventually be entered onto the UK Database
of Uncertainties about the Effects of
Treatments (DUETs). This list will then go
through another filtering/decision process to
get to the final list of top ten uncertainties.
The project partners are hoping that as
many people as possible will get involved
and complete the survey.
If you are unsure of the sorts of
questions to ask, you can view the other top
tens on the JLA website at www.lindalliance.
org/top-tens.asp. This may help you
understand the process a little better.
Full information is also available on the
BTA website at www.tinnitus.org.uk/JLA
and the presentation slides from the Initial
Briefing Meeting held on 7 December 2011
are also available there.
If you have any questions about the
project, please don’t hesitate to contact the
BTA and please do spread the word about
the survey, the more responses that come
back the better, as this is likely to be the
only opportunity we have to complete a
project like this.
The deadline to complete a survey is 28
February 2012 after which time questions
will start to go through the filtering process.
Updates will appear in future issues of
Hearing Times.

Information displays

The BTA is also encouraging
members of the public to put on a small
information display in workplaces, local
libraries, supermarkets and playgroups
or coffee mornings.
Information to use in a display is
available to download and print off from
the BTA website www.tinnitus.org.uk/TAW2012, as are information leaflets, or copies can be
obtained from the BTA. A4 posters, membership leaflets and product catalogues are also
available - just get in touch with Emily at emily@tinnitus.org.uk or on 0114 250 9933.
Says David Stockdale, “If you have a Facebook page or if you use Twitter then why not
put the website link on your posts so that your friends know when the week is taking place.
You could even download the Tinnitus Awareness Week 2012 logo and use it as your profile
picture for the week!”
“We have downloadable text if you require it at the above link if you would like to copy
and paste it onto your page. If you can encourage all your friends and relatives to take a
copy of the ‘Ten Top Tinnitus Tips for GPs’ to their doctors too, that would be a great way of
spreading awareness.”

Awareness raising events

Details of events around the country are still being finalised - an up to date list can be
found on the website at www.tinnitus.org.uk/TAW2012 and the BTA are encouraging people
to support their local event and to tell others know what is going on.
The BTA are also hoping to get lots of press, TV and radio coverage over the week, as
they have in previous Tinnitus Awareness Week campaigns. David comments, “These have
been invaluable in the past as it is a way of getting information to those who do not know
much about the condition, or about the existence of the BTA.”

“I was delighted when I found out that BTA was focussing
Tinnitus Awareness Week 2012 on increasing knowledge
and targeting better information on tinnitus for primary care
practitioners.
“As a GP myself, I understand how important it is to
make sure that a patient with tinnitus is given the correct
information at their initial consultation and, if a referral is
needed, that they be sent quickly to the right place for the
correct support, in order to reduce their levels of stress and
anxiety at what can be a very difficult time.
“I have tinnitus myself and I fully understand from both
sides how important it is to be well informed about the
condition and how to manage it.

Christopher Dowrick
Professor of Primary Medical Care, University of Liverpool
and GP, Aintree Park Group Practice

Tinnitus Q&A
What is tinnitus?

Not an illness or disease, tinnitus is a term
that describes the perception of sound in
the absence of any corresponding external
noise. Ringing, whistling and buzzing
are common but more complex sounds
may also be reported. The noise may be
continuous or it may come and go.

How many people experience tinnitus?
Tinnitus is known to be one of the most
common health problems facing the UK
today. Mild tinnitus is common - about 10
per cent of the population have it all the
time1 and, approximately half of patients
with tinnitus find it moderately or severely
distressing.

What does tinnitus sound like?

(Sample noises available from BTA website.)
The sound of tinnitus varies from one person
to another. The noises are usually described
as ringing, whistling, buzzing or humming,
which can manifest themselves at a range
of volumes from a low, ambient noise to a
level that can seem overwhelming. People
can hear the noise as a low frequency, or
medium or high pitched. The noise may be
continuous for some people and may come
and go for others.

What causes tinnitus?

The precise cause of tinnitus is still not fully
understood. Experiences of tinnitus are
very common in all age groups, especially

following exposure to loud noise.
Frequent and/or prolonged exposure to loud
noise can damage the auditory system and
increase risks of getting tinnitus or make an
existing condition worse. Other factors can
increase the risk of experiencing tinnitus:
hearing loss, depression and anxiety, high
blood pressure and post-traumatic stress
disorder. The onset of tinnitus can be
sudden or become more apparent over time.

Who does it affect?

There is a widely held misconception that
tinnitus is confined to the elderly, but various
studies have shown that it can occur at any
age, even in quite young children. People
who are hard of hearing can also experience
tinnitus. About 10% of adults (4.7 million
people) have experienced tinnitus for longer
than five minutes. This figure does not
include people who have had tinnitus for a
short time after being exposed to loud noise.

Is there a cure for tinnitus?

At present there is no cure for tinnitus, but
the BTA is dedicated to helping find one
and therefore the charity funds and helps
to advance clinical research that will benefit
millions of people in the UK and worldwide.
The BTA also provides information about
self-help techniques that can be useful.

What to do if you think you have tinnitus
Tinnitus is rarely an indication of a serious
disorder, but it is wise to see a GP if tinnitus
is suspected. The GP may refer to an
Ear Nose and Throat (ENT) or Audiology
department.
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Claimants will lose out
under government changes
claims hearing loss charity
Action on Hearing Loss is concerned
that, under the Government’s
tough thresholds for Personal
Independence Payment (PIP),
profoundly deaf claimants face
losing out on essential support to
live a full and active life
Disability Living Allowance (DLA)
claimants who are profoundly deaf currently
qualify for middle rate care and lower-rate
mobility but, under the announced PIP
thresholds, they would not qualify for the
mobility component and only the standard
rate of the daily living component.
Managing
Director
of
External
Engagement at Action on Hearing Loss,
Sherine Krause, said, “We’re delighted that
the Government has listened to our concerns
and halved the qualifying period for Personal
Independence Payments to three months.
“However, the Government should
recognise that their proposals currently
don’t take into account the everyday needs
of profoundly deaf British Sign Language
(BSL) users, who will find it more difficult
to attend health appointments and miss
out on accessing training or employment
opportunities when their support is cut.”
For information about Action on Hearing
Loss’s policies visit
www.actiononhearingloss.org.uk

What do you think about this?
email editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
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Investigative journalist reveals plight of US deaf prisoner

An incredible article called The Silent Treatment by investigative journalist James Ridgeway for America’s Mother
Jones magazine has uncovered the story of Felix Garcia, a profoundly deaf Cuban American who was imprisoned in
1983 for a crime his brother has since confessed to

Charlie Swinbourne
Garcia, from Florida, has so far spent
nearly thirty years of his life behind bars.
Ridgeway uncovers not only the vulnerability
of a deaf prisoner (Garcia has been “ignored
or taunted by guards, raped and brutalized
by other prisoners” he writes) but also how
little Garcia understood of the original court
case which determined his fate.
Ridgeway writes that Garcia “was given
a hearing aid, which he said didn’t work,
and a loudspeaker, which amplified noise
but didn’t help him understand what people
were saying. He tried to read lips, but the
prosecutor often faced away from him, and
he had no clear view of the witness box. In
other words, he was largely clueless as to
what was going on.” Garcia told the paralegal
called Pat Bliss who has supported his case
since 1996 that the reason he answered “yes”
to so many questions in court was because
he didn’t want to look stupid.
The hard-hitting article states that Garcia’s
brother made a deal with the authorities in
order to avoid the death penalty. Over twenty
years later, he admitted in court that his
brother had nothing to do with the original
crime, but despite this, Garcia remains in
prison.
Having been punished for a crime he did
not commit, Garcia then faced what could
be described as a double sentence (which is
also, as it happens, the name of a play by
Deafinitely Theatre about a deaf prisoner) of
being a prisoner in a system that made no
provision for deafness.
We find out how US prisons have no
records of how many deaf prisoners there

are, and how legislation for people with
disabilities is routinely ignored, which leaves
deaf prisoners completely powerless and
excluded – without access to training that
could help them prepare for a life outside,
general information (simple things such
as calling out mealtimes) or entertainment
(televisions without captions, for example).
That’s before detailing the brutal treatment
they can face.
Much of what Ridgeway outlines in
America is also true here in the UK.
In 2007, I worked on a BBC2 special for
the deaf programme See Hear about deaf
prisoners. We worked with The Deaf Prison
Project to research our programme, and
were surprised to find (like in the US) that
that there were no statistics on the number of
deaf prisoners in the UK.
The main focus of the programme
became a deaf prisoner who had spent
many years in prison and had been freed
only a few years earlier. He was interviewed
anonymously. Like Garcia, he told us he was
unable to understand his trial – and upon
being found guilty, the length of his sentence.
He reported being treated brutally by the
guards in the prison. The biggest problem
with being deaf, he said, was not hearing the
guards speaking to him. If he asked them
what they had said, it was seen as answering
back, while if he didn’t hear them at all, they
would presume he had ignored them. Either
way, he would receive physical abuse in
response.
The former prisoner had (as with Garcia)
spent time in solitary confinement, in this

case because he was diagnosed as being
mentally ill after reporting hearing sounds in
his head. He suffered immensely for this, but
the sounds he had heard were, incredibly,
later found to result from his tinnitus.
What became clear is that any problems a
deaf person could be faced with in the outside
world were magnified in a captive environment.
Access did not seem to be anywhere on the list
of priorities, and the Disability Discrimination
Act (now the Disability and Equality Act) didn’t
seem to exist.
Our contributor seemed scarred by
the experience, and only took part in hope
that speaking about what had happened
to him would help reduce the chances of it
happening to anyone else.
Let’s hope that James Ridgeway’s article
helps make more people aware of the
problems deaf prisoners face, and above all,
that Felix Garcia, who seems to be the victim
of an extraordinary deception, finally finds
justice.
Read The Silent Treatment here: www.
motherjones.com/politics/2011/12/deafprisoners-felix-garcia
Sign the petition to support Felix here:
www.change.org/petitions/free-felix-garcia
Advertisement
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My name
is Matthew
Munson and I
am hearing.
I am learning
BSL and
writing a
monthly
column about
how I get on...
I can’t drive – I’m awful at it, I really
am. I’ve had six driving tests and
failed at each and everyone one for
something different. Having reached
the grand old age of 30, I’ve grown
used to not driving.
I’m telling you this because of a wider
discussion I had recently with a friend
about road safety; she pointed out
(quite rightly) that part of the reason I
kept failing was probably because of
my road sense – I found it difficult to
follow all that was happening on the
road.
For me, that’s partly because of my
dyspraxia – a condition that means I
can get distracted very easily and have
coordination difficulties. That set me
thinking about the Deaf community
and how Deaf people find techniques
to effectively drive (in the same way as
anyone else would).
I intend to research this more for my
own interest, and I’d be interested to
know your experiences of learning
to drive. Some of my Deaf friends do
drive, and one friend in particular is
one of the best drivers I know – which
has nothing to do with his Deafness,
but his natural aptitude and confidence
in driving.
Having done some reading around
the subject , it seems that there’s
been a lot of research been done by
the NSPCC, Action on Hearing Loss,
Transport for London and universities
on road safety awareness amongst
hearing and Deaf people. I will be the
first to admit that, when I have my ipod
in, I can occasionally forget to follow
the Green Cross Code (let’s hope my
mum doesn’t read this month’s column
– I may be 30, but I’ll never be too old
for a telling-off!).
On the other side, Deafness Research
UK have noted two groups of people
that are at greatest risk of being hit
by cars; the first group I’ve already
mentioned, and I’m certainly in it, and
the second group are hard of hearing
people who haven’t accepted (or fully
accepted) their HoH status, so perhaps
don’t wear hearing aids.
Interestingly, they comment that Deaf
people are often very comfortable with
road safety due to the extra care and
attention they give busy roads.
I’d be interested to know that you think
about driving and road safety; can you
drive? Did you have a BSL-trained
teacher? Look forward to reading your
stories!
Find out more about Matthew at
www.vikingbay.blogspot.com
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Dr Roland Schaette, BTA’s Senior Research
Associate at the UCL Ear Institute, London

What has been learnt in the past 12 months about tinnitus?
2011 has been an exciting year for tinnitus research. We have seen several interesting
studies on changes in the brain that are connected to tinnitus, emphasising that tinnitus is
generated in the brain and not in the ear.
Furthermore, these studies have increased our knowledge of the mechanisms of tinnitus,
and this understanding will bring us closer to a true cure for tinnitus.
In a very exciting study by a US research group, a potential tinnitus treatment was tested in
rats. After receiving a combination of acoustic stimulation and electric stimulation of the vagus
nerve, the rats no longer showed signs of tinnitus, and tinnitus apparently did not return after
the end of the treatment.
At the UCL Ear Institute, we have recently shown that tinnitus patients with normal
hearing do in fact have subtle cochlear damage that is not detected by standard hearing
tests, suggesting that cochlear damage might be the most important trigger for tinnitus. Our
measurements also indicated that plastic changes that are linked to the generation of tinnitus
already take place in the early processing stages of the auditory system, providing us with an
indication on which structures we need to focus for the development of new treatments.
Why does tinnitus sound different to different people?
Tinnitus is a subjective phenomenon, and as such it is a very individual experience. On the
other hand, there are certain similarities between the descriptions of tinnitus sounds given by
tinnitus patients. Most people seem to be experiencing simple sounds, for example constant
beeping, whistling, ringing, or hissing.
It is currently still unclear why some tinnitus sounds are rather tonal, and others more
noise-like. As tinnitus is most probably triggered by hearing loss, it is conceivable that different
classes of tinnitus sounds are caused by different kinds of cochlear damage.
What remains unknown about tinnitus and it causes?
Despite tremendous progress, certain important questions about tinnitus still have not been answered satisfactorily. For example, we are
getting close to understanding which plasticity mechanisms in the brain play a key role in the development of tinnitus, but significant research
effort is still required for identifying ways of influencing these mechanisms selectively, in order to eliminate tinnitus without side-effects.
Another open question is why hearing loss does not always lead to tinnitus, even though hearing loss can be identified as a trigger for
tinnitus in most cases. A deeper understanding of the additional factors that determine whether hearing damage also gives rise to tinnitus
could potentially lead to new ways of treating tinnitus.
What specific aspects of tinnitus are you researching in 2011/12?
We have recently found evidence for the presence of “hidden hearing loss”, i.e. damage to the inner ear that does not elevate the hearing
thresholds, in tinnitus patients with normal hearing. We are currently studying how information processing is changed when the auditory brain
adapts to this hidden hearing loss, as our computer models indicate that tinnitus is caused as a side-effect of such an adaptation process.
We are currently also working on the question of why hearing loss does not always leads to tinnitus, which we address by using a
combination of experiments and computer modelling. Moreover, as our recent research has also shown that tinnitus-related changes in the
brain take place already in the auditory brainstem, i.e. at a relatively low level in the processing hierarchy of the
auditory brain, we have started to investigate how these specialised structures can be targeted pharmacologically,
in order to get closer to a pill for tinnitus.
Is tinnitus always associated with hearing loss?
In the majority of cases, tinnitus is indeed associated with hearing loss. However, around 10% of the tinnitus
patients do have a normal audiogram, i.e. their hearing thresholds are in the normal range. In the past, this has
been interpreted as an indication that tinnitus can occur with and without hearing loss.
However, we have recently found that tinnitus patients with normal audiograms show signs of subtle cochlear
damage that is not detected by standard hearing tests. We therefore believe that hearing damage might be the
most important trigger for tinnitus. Thus, hearing protection, like wearing earplugs at concerts, could be the best
prevention against tinnitus.
When is a cure for tinnitus likely to be developed?
During the past decade, tinnitus research has made tremendous progress, and we are now beginning to really
understand how tinnitus develops, which is a prerequisite for true targeted tinnitus treatments. Nevertheless, it is
still difficult to give an exact prediction for when a cure will be found and put into clinical practice.
However, research has now identified certain key mechanisms that could be potential targets for treatment,
which has also attracted the attention of pharmaceutical companies, and the UCL Ear Institute has now teamed
up with one of them to test several promising compounds for their potential as drugs against tinnitus.

MP blasts telcos for refusing to engage on technology for deaf people
Communications Minister Ed Vaizey has blasted telecoms companies such as Virgin Media, Vodafone and BT for refusing to
engage with him and the Deaf community to discuss Video Relay Service (VRS) for sign language users
Vaizey labelled the companies’ behaviour charities and telecommunications companies spokesperson said, “I find it incredible that
as ‘unbelievably frustrating’, and warned to talk about how to implement VRS, in light the telecoms companies are not responding
to explicit calls to action from the Minister for
them that he will regulate through Ofcom if of a recent Ofcom consultation on the issue.
Communications. The BSL community has
they continue to ignore the issue.
Speaking in a House of Commons debate “I find it incredible that the telecoms been campaigning for years and access to
VRS is finally within their grasp.
on access for Deaf and disabled people last companies are not responding
“The companies involved need to get
month Mr Vaizey said, “I have been struck by to explicit calls to action from the
round the table with us, and work together
the lack of engagement from business and Minister for Communications”
to provide the solution which Ed Vaizey
telecoms companies, which is unbelievably
At the meeting, which was attended by has asked for. Refusing to engage is an
frustrating.
“In that respect, we would, for example, representatives from telecoms companies abdication of responsibility.”
Everywhere,
Kingston
VRS Today!, which has been campaigning
like to have video technology that enables Everything
deaf people to use sign language, and I have Communications, O2, Three, TalkTalk, for VRS for the last two years, contacted
told all the telecoms operators, ‘Please come Virgin Media, BskyB, Vodafone and BT; Mr all the telecoms companies present at the
to me with a cost-effective solution,’ but they Vaizey called on the companies to work October meeting to request a meeting to
with the Deaf community to come up with a discuss the issues as requested by the
have not done that.
“Eventually, of course, I will have to solution to allow Deaf people to access VRS. Minister, but all the companies have refused
regulate through Ofcom to make them do Following the meeting, Ed Vaizey went on the to meet VRS Today! so far.
that, but it would be so much simpler if they flagship BBC SeeHear programme to further
encourage engagement from the telcos, but For further information visit
came to me and did it.”
www.vrstoday.com
At a roundtable in October last year, Mr they have not reacted to his call.
Paul Kershisnik, VRS Today! campaign
Vaizey met with Ofcom, VRS providers, Deaf
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Product reviews - the highs and lows of gadgets & gizmos

Unitron Smart Alert System
Juliet England
As someone who has missed countless
phone calls, dozed on through more early
morning alarms than I care to remember,
and had to collect numerous parcels in
person just because I hadn’t heard the
doorbell, the Unitron Smart Alert system
appealed as a solution to try out.
I liked the fact that it combines
everything in one product – all of the above
things as well as the smoke alarm (I never
have trouble hearing mine, but then it goes
off so loudly and so often - every time I
make toast in fact- that I have stopped
noticing it.)
Anyway, the Smart Alert is billed as the
first ever system which brings all of these
things together, and lets users know when
any of them go off, any time of day or night.
So, for the more vulnerable and severely
deaf person, it potentially provides quite a
big step towards greater independence. And
it could put relatives’ minds at rest, too.
All of the home sounds are co-ordinated
via a rather whizzy central remote control.

It can be used in conjunction with Unitron’s
own hearing aids. The remote then acts as a
wireless receiver of signals form household
devices, and transmits them wirelessly to
the hearing instruments and beeps sound
through the aids.
Every time the phone rings, the doorbell
goes or the smoke alarm goes off, an LED
flashes on the remote telling you which
sound to respond to, and it vibrates. This
certainly got my attention, and meant that
I could, for example, “hear” the phone or
doorbell when listening to music through
headphones.
At night, when hearing aids are not worn,
the remote can be stored in a charger which
goes on your bedside table, and which is
hooked up to a very vigorous bed shaker.
The SmartAlert also differentiates
between urgent and non-urgent signals, the
smoke alarm being the main example of the
former, so that different beeps are sent to
the hearing instruments. And while doorbell
and phone alerts are stopped by pressing

Sleep Sound Therapy System
I’m never quite sure whether the
troubling noise I hear upstairs of an
evening is a neighbour’s loud TV or tinnitus
(someone who stayed over swore blind the
former) but, whatever, I don’t always get the
night-time peace that would be ideal, and
so I was intrigued to try the Sleep Sound
Therapy System, produced by Sound
Oasis and marketed by the British Tinnitus
Association.

an “acknowledge” button, the smoke alarm
alert only ceases when the reason it has
gone off is addressed.

am not aware of any other solution which
can alert the user to so many things through
a single piece of equipment.

I am not sure I would have been able to
install this system unaided, but I found it to
be non-obtrusive and generally user-friendly,
and a doddle to operate. The information
and instructions which came with it were
also clearly written in Plain English.

Equally, I can certainly see how this
would suit the more vulnerable or severely
affected deaf person, especially someone
living alone, and give peace of mind to those
closest to them. Not something you can put
a price on, after all.

I saw this as more of an “investment”
product rather than a quick, handy gadget.
Dispensers charge differently, and the
System would normally be sold as a
package with Unitron’s hearing aids.

It was also interesting using the hearing
aids Unitron let me try out. I’ve always been
passionate about NHS aids, but, having
tried these out, I may have to rethink my
stance. But I was definitely impressed by the
clarity of sound they produced in a variety of
situations. I’ll start saving up for it!

But it seems fairly priced for what it is,
it’s undoubtedly a clever piece of kit, and I

Want your product reviewed here?
Email info@hearingtimes.co.uk for further details.

www.hearingtimes.co.uk
Advertisement

Essentially, this device plays 12 sounds
to fall asleep to, and help soothe the
symptoms of tinnitus and the stress that can
accompany it.
The product has a smart design, seems
reasonably robust, is not overly heavy and
doesn’t seem to take up much more space
by the bed than any other clock or a radio
would.
As for the noises, my preferences were
for the ocean surf (allowing me to kid myself
for a few brief moments that I was in Hawaii,
rather than, er, Reading) and the woodland
birdies. The water-based ones (streams
and rain and the like) just made me require
the bathroom as a matter of some urgency,
while a couple of the others were a tad
New Age-y for my liking. (Energy Chimes
anyone?) And the Tranquillity one was mildly
sinister.
Setting the clock seemed timeconsuming and infuriatingly fiddly, since it
kept slipping as I ran through all 24 hours,
and the same went for adjusting the alarm
time. The LED screen was very bright,
although you can dim this or turn it off
completely for sleeping.
Otherwise, the gadget seemed
pleasingly user-friendly, and the instructions
clear and easy to follow. The Sleep Sound
Therapy System also has lots of interesting
features and settings you can adapt to suit
you.
Wake up to a standard alarm beep or the
last sound you listened to, which you can
silence with a snooze function or just turn
off. Drift off to sleep with a timer which you

can set for the noises to go off after 30, 60
or 90 minutes.
Since we are meant to sleep better to
sounds which gradually become slower,
there’s also a setting which plays the
noises this way, until playback eventually
reaches half the speed at which the sound is
normally relayed.
You can listen to the Sleep System via
a pillow speaker or headphones (neither
of which is supplied). I found the sound
quality excellent when I used the latter, but
struggled a little to hear the thing otherwise,
though there is a volume control button.
It was quite nice to be woken gently to
the trilling of woodland birds rather than
yanked from sleep by the often terrifying
shrill of my regular alarm clock.
For a change, you can inset a different
Sound Card (one is supplied) and check out
some new noises.
Priced at £47.50 (£52 overseas and
British Tinnitus Association Members get a
free CD) the Sleep Sound Therapy System
is not obscenely expensive.
However, tinnitus, and sleep, are very
personal things and I have no doubt that this
product could well help some people. But I’ll
be sticking to the shipping forecast and the
reassuring tones of Radio 4’s midnight news.

Audiology Booths, Rooms
and Suites
•

High technical standards including HTM 2045 design criteria

•

Pleasant working environment for clinicians & patients

•

Modular construction allow structures to be demounted &
relocated with no loss of acoustic performance

•

Laboratory and field tested components

•

Adaptable to other healthcare screening procedures including
x-rays, lung function and vision testing

IAC’s patented modular construction system, Moduline® allows fast,
on-site construction with no ‘wet trades’ required, minimum disruption
and guaranteed acoustic performance.
We have equipped many thousands of hospitals, clinics and research
establishments worldwide with our state-of-the-art audiometric facilities.
Preferred by clinicians throughout the world.

The World Leader in Noise Control

www.industrialacoustics.com
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Jenny Sealey, Graeae Theatre Company’s artistic director and
Co-Artistic Director of the London 2012 Paralympic Games Opening Ceremony

Lizzie Ward
Jenny Sealey has been the artistic
director of Graeae Theatre Company for
almost fourteen years. Her achievements
both with the Theatre Company and
working on other projects are inspiring and
impressive.

I will never forget the sense of
determination and confidence she instilled
in the group of teens we were working
with, many whom blossomed from being
shy and introverted at the beginning of the
workshops, to proud and open by the end.

She has directed and performed in many
plays at Graeae; and also founded a sign
song drag queen troupe The Alexandra’s
and Muscle Mary’s who perform in the
outdoor festival circuit and are a regular
feature at the Liberty Festival in Trafalgar
Square.

This enthusiasm and passion is evident
in her role at Graeae, “I love being the
Artistic Director of Graeae. No day is ever
the same and every play we do presents
new challenges...the Graeae team share a

Her freelance work includes devising
and directing a number of plays for the
Drill Hall and she was part of the LIFT
Enquiry (London International Festival
Theatre) where she directed an adaptation
of Calvino’s short story And Seven and
produced evidence for the LIFT Enquiry
creating a short film Signs of the World,
exploring the global differences of sign
language. Recently, she has been appointed
Co-Artistic Director of the London 2012
Paralympic Games Opening Ceremony.
I first met Jenny Sealey when I
volunteered to support deaf and hearing
teenagers at an NLDCS Drama Summer
School in August 2005. She was director
of the workshops and performance, and
her enthusiasm encouraged the teens to
develop a performance using sign song,
BSL and music to create a modern day
version of Romeo and Juliet, performing on
stage at the Cambridge Arts Theatre.

“There are layers of signing,
captions and short visual films
to create theatrical accessibility
for deaf audiences.”
passion for theatre, inclusive practice and
equality.”

Working in theatre can be a challenge for
deaf people, but at Graeae, BSL is standard
practice so deaf people feel included. It is
important to them that the audience can
access their work – so captioning and BSL
have an important role in all performances,
as well as audio description.
When asked about her favourite aspects
of her job at the theatre she replied, “It is
hard to pin down what I enjoy most but
seeing a play develop from a seed of an
idea to full production is always exciting. I
also love casting and being with actors in
the rehearsal room. It is a place where your
brain goes into over-drive as Graeae actors
always present so many artistic possibilities
it is hard to choose what to pick.”

“Seeing a play develop from a seed of an idea to full production is always exciting” says Jenny

As for advice for budding playwrights or
directors, she replied, “I think deaf actors
and writers need to see as much theatre as
possible, attend as many training courses
as possible and immerse themselves in as
many theatrical styles to enable them to find
out their own individual styles. It is important
to find deaf only space as well as exploring
working with and for deaf and hearing
companies.’
Graeae’s recent play, Reasons to be
Cheerful, touring the UK in the spring, is
fully accessible. The play, a celebration of
the work of Ian Dury (of the Blockheads),

celebrates the power of punk music and
stays true to the spirit of the man himself,
the original disabled activist and musician.
Jenny explains, “There are layers of signing,
captions and short visual films to create
theatrical accessibility for deaf audiences.
Blind audiences have a character on stage
speaking the description down a 1970’s
pay phone. The most important element of
the play is that there is something in it for
everyone. We all have the inner punk in us
whatever age we are!”
For further information visit www.
reasonstobecheerfulthemusical.co.uk

Advertisement
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This month Lauren Metcalfe reviews Wonderstruck by Brian Selznick

-News and reviews from the world of D/deaf Publishing

I had wondered if it would feel strange or disjointed to have two story threads
to follow and to change from reading words to interpreting pictures, but I can
honestly say that the flow of the book is seamless.
Selznick has a knack of picking the right moment to switch between the
stories and the twists and turns in the plot see the stories slowly move
together so that you almost forget that they are half a decade apart. As you
near the climax of the book you long to know what connects their stories.
Slowly, as the narratives are brought together in the story, so they are brought
together in the pages; with Rose featuring in Ben’s words and Ben featuring in
Rose’s pictures.
The story itself, when you recount what happens from start to finish, is
actually quite short given the physical size of the book (a hefty 460 page
hardback). That is no way reflected in the amount of interesting issues
Selznick covers; family, love and loss...attitudes to the education of deaf
people, deaf culture and communication...it’s all there!

Wonderstruck features beautiful black and white illustrations

I have wanted to read and review Wonderstruck for a while and now and I am very
pleased to say that I was not disappointed.
Those of you who are already aware of Brian Selznick, may know him better for
his previous book The Invention of Hugo Cabret which has recently been adapted
for the big screen by Martin Scorsese. Wonderstruck is not a sequel to Hugo, but is
certainly a continuation of Selznick’s unique literary style; a style that has proved
perfect for telling the story of two deaf characters.
Wonderstruck tells the stories of Ben and Rose, two deaf characters whose
narratives are set 50 years apart. The story is neither a graphic novel or comic, nor
an illustrated novel. I can only really describe the book as...bilingual!
The story of the main character Ben, a boy who was born deaf in one ear and
communicates in spoken English, is told in prose. However, woven through this is
the story of Rose, told visually by the means of beautiful pencil-drawn illustrations.
Rose was born profoundly deaf and communicates only by writing messages down.
What better way for the reader to understand Rose’s story than to interpret it
visually, in ‘silence’ with no words on the page except when she writes something
down? Inspired.

Credit is due to Selznick for the care he has taken to do his research on
deafness. He says he was originally inspired by a documentary on the history
of Deaf culture in America. He acknowledges a whole range of sources from
which he gained insight into the Deaf world and I think that shows throughout
the story.
Overall, I am delighted to see a book like Wonderstruck on our shelves.
There is so little in the way of new Young Adult fiction featuring deaf
characters that young people can identify with and seldom are they
delivered in such a beautifully innovative way.

@actiondeafbooks

Specialist book store and publisher of D/deaf resources
Tel: 0844 593 8440
Fax: 0844 593 8441

Email: adbooks@actiondeafness.org.uk
Web: www.actiondeafnessbooks.org.uk
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Claire Braden, director of BBC3’s Deaf Teen in a Hearing World

Claire has worked in TV for eight years, starting off in wildlife documentaries before moving into filming people instead. After working on programmes
about children in care, she worked on medical series like 24 hours in A&E and went on to film in Africa. Deaf Teen in a Hearing World is the first one hour
programme she has directed
Charlie Swinbourne
Where did the idea for making Deaf Teen in a Hearing World come from?
My Dad is becoming deaf and he said that it makes people instantly assume you are a bit
daft, so I wondered if this was even worse for young deaf people. Once I had spent the day
at a deaf school, I decided that they had plenty to say and there was so much to learn about
their experiences of being deaf and the deaf community. I wanted to know what it was like
to be a deaf teenager – were the rules of engagement different – do deaf people only date
other deaf people? What’s it like to go to uni when you can’t hear any potential friends? How
is it going from a fully deaf school in to the hearing world?
How did you get the film commissioned?
This film is part of the Fresh strand on BBC3, which is an opportunity for relatively new
directors to make their first one hour programme. It is a great opportunity to work on a
programme that you have come up with and I pitched the idea to the BBC executives, then
literally worked on it from start to finish.
Your film features a variety of ‘types’ of deaf people - signers, cochlear implant users
and so on. Were you surprised that such variety exists within the deaf world?
I was amazed that within one community there could be such a variety of people, so many
different viewpoints and yet such a close-knit group of people. Two deaf people might have
very different viewpoints on, for example, cochlear implants - one might have a cochlear
implant and the other might be staunchly against cochlear implants believing them to
weaken the strength of the deaf community – but it won’t stop them being friends.
How did you deal with communication during filming?
In a variety of ways. Christianah and Meghan used speech so I just conversed with them
directly. They are masters of lip-reading and as long as I remembered to take the camera
away from my face before I spoke, faced them and didn’t mumble we got along fine! Jake
and I could converse to a certain extent with the help of his family and on one occasion we
used an interpreter. With Sara and Asher, who are BSL users, I had an interpreter for just
about all the filming with them.
Were your perceptions of deaf people changed by making the film?
I was amazed at how important deaf identity is – most of the young people seem to find
such solace in being with other deaf people and it seems like an amazing ‘club’ to be
involved in. Their culture is very attractive, it is a friendly, warm, tactile culture with a
beautiful language at the heart of it and many brilliant people who just see the world in a
very slightly different way from me. I am fairly sure it is this ‘club’ or culture which makes

most of the deaf people I spoke to say that
they wouldn’t become hearing, even given
the choice.
What did you learn about their families?
I think there is a huge difference between
being born to deaf parents or hearing
parents. I was surprised to find out that
90% of deaf children are born to hearing
parents. I was really impressed by how the
parents of one of the boys in the film, Jake,
who are hearing, had managed to learn sign
language and had made such a tremendous Claire with Meghan, a deaf teen featured in her
effort to connect Jake with so many other deaf documentary, after her cochlear implant operation
young people. It must be a minefield for hearing parents initially in how to communicate with
your child but not deny them their deaf identity.
You caught these young people at a certain stage in their lives - just as they’re going
through big changes, moving away from home, becoming an adult and so on - how
do you feel being deaf changed their experience?
All the contributors had a different experience of moving into the big wide world. I
think moving from a deaf school or a place where you have lots of deaf support in to a
mainstream university is incredibly hard. How do you make friends when you have an
interpreter and a notetaker in tow? It is incredibly hard, as Sara found out when she set off
for uni. I think all my contributors in the film had real balls and were utterly inspiring, I think
they will all ultimately make real successes of themselves even if it doesn’t happen straight
away for all of them.
How do you feel about the final film and would you like to revisit the contributors a
few years down the line?
I am pleased with the final film, I am very happy that the contributors and the National Deaf
Children’s Society like the film and feel it represents young deaf people fairly. I felt a big
responsibility in making a film about such a strong-minded culture especially as I wasn’t part
of it. The five young people in the film are so engaging and I think they offer a real insight in
to the experience of being deaf. If the BBC is interested in a follow-up I will be there!
Deaf Teen in a Hearing World will be broadcast on BBC3 on Monday 6 February
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Film review : The Artist

Juliet England is charmed by the movie everyone’s been talking about – and
explains why it’s a treat for anyone with a hearing loss
Oh, the sheer, unparalleled pleasure
of settling in the cinema, knowing that you
won’t miss a thing. I was about to say “every
word” but, clearly, that is the point of Michel
Hazanavicius’s The Artist – it is almost
entirely without dialogue.
And what a joy this love letter to
silent cinema is – a love story which is
heartwarming, uplifting, tender and funny in
equal measure, sometimes all at once, and
with a great gift for sending itself up. It is
filmed in (what else?) black and white, with
exquisite photography and influences from
throughout movie history.
This picture must surely be of particular
interest to the deaf and hard of hearing, not
only for its ability to be followed (proficient
lipreaders will remain one step ahead of
those silent movie speech screens, which
zip by quite fast), but because it addresses
the role of sound and speech in cinema,
and the possibilities it unveils for cinematic
storytelling without either.
These include the music, the score of
The Artist, written by Bernard Herrmann
and originally used in Vertigo, is glorious,
and there is a single song, Pennies from
Heaven. But the tale is also told through
newspaper headlines, notes (on paper and
one on a dressing room mirror) and even
the weather.

Admittedly, it would be a shame to miss
some of the sounds used to tell the story – a
feather floats to the ground with an almighty
crash, although, when there is cause for a
proper bang (one hates to give too much
away), you just see the world ‘bang’, adding
to the heightened sense of pastiche.

The tale is told through
newspaper headlines, notes on
paper and one on a dressing room
mirror, and even the weather
In many ways, The Artist even raises the
question of whether speech-free films had
the edge over voiced ones.
At the start of the story, in 1927, George
Valentin, (Jean Dujardin) silent movie actor
extraordinaire, in all his debonair, top hat
and coat tailed, moustache twirling, cane
brandishing glory, is enjoying his heyday. He
is followed everywhere by his faithful hound
Uggie (incidentally just as adorable as the
human actors – give that pooch an Oscar.)
Sure, he’s preposterously vain (George that
his, not the dog) but somehow we forgive
him that.
After bumping into her outside the
premiere of his latest picture, George
takes beautiful young actress Peppy Miller
(Bérénice Bejo) under his wing, her career
on the rise as his starts to slide. (At one

point she literally passes him on the way up
as he is on his way down a staircase.)

of Love, appropriately ends with George’s
character disappearing into quicksand.

He gets her work at his studio, and there
is one achingly poignant scene in which
they dance together, laughing so hard that
they need to do numerous takes until they
become increasingly serious as they realise
they have fallen for each other.

From then on, things only get worse for
our hero, who is left by his wife, to whom he
was unhappily married. But the finale still
manages to be gorgeously exuberant.

But Hollywood’s golden era of silent
movies is on the way out, and Valentin
arrives one day at his studio to find the
gates shut – the “talkies” have arrived.
Valentin refuses to pander to this newfanged trend, insisting that silent movies
will never die, even after his producer Al
Zimmer (wonderfully portrayed by John
Goodman) has to let him go. The star even
tries to produce his own pictures: one, Tears

At the start, in a scene from one of
George’s silent movies, in which he is being
tortured by Russian baddies, he refuses to
talk, setting the scene for what follows. At
the end, the real reason for his reluctance is
revealed – I must admit that, being unable
to hear even the few lines of dialogue which
come at the end, I did miss that initially.
But, from first frame to last, The Artist
is an unmitigated and rare delight. Drop
whatever you are doing and go see. Now.
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First quarter of Shape Diamonds programme
Deaf and hard of hearing Londoners are among those set to benefit from
Shape Diamonds in 2012, a year which includes the Cultural Olympiad and
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee

This year, one of my New Year’s
resolutions was to go to more theatres,
art galleries, shows and concerts, and so
far it’s going well.
Of course, if I want to see a play
or musical then I have to wait for a
captioned performance, so I’ve been
going for other accessible ideas such as
opera – subtitled, ballet – no words, and
mime – again, no words.
Every year in January, London hosts the
International Mime Festival and every
year I try to see at least one thing.
This year, it was Smashed, an applejuggling extravaganza and it was
quite smashing actually. Staged in the
Linbury Studio down in the bowels of
the Royal Opera House, Artic Man and
I sat nervously waiting for the show to
begin – the stage covered with carefully
placed apples, a row of chairs and some
crockery, too.
The group – mostly men, two women –
then entered the stage in perfect juggling
sync, and I could make out the melody of
what seemed to be jaunty music.
Each juggling act told a story in some
way – there were some metaphorical
ones, which seemed to portray the
perceived roles of women and men,
and a truly bizarre one where one of
the women stuffed loads of apples
suggestively down her dress then
proceeded to drop each one into the laps
of all the seated men.
The facial expressions were wonderful,
the atmosphere rich with the hype and
enjoyment of the audience and the
performances… well they seemed to
gradually descend into a Lord of the
Flies scenario as anarchy ruled and they
tried to sabotage each other’s juggling
attempts.
Towards the end, apples and props alike
got hurled to the ground, eaten and
stomped on until there was nothing left
on the stage but a sticky carnage and
the grinning performers bowing to the
audiences’ rapturous applause.
Fabulous!
Aside from Smashed, I have also seen
The Nutcracker at The Royal Opera
House this year. One of my favourite
ballets by a long way, this never fails to
have me enthralled with the amazing
dancing, sparkly scenery and the
incredible growing Christmas tree.
My ma and I had standing tickets this
year – the Opera House’s best-kept
bargain secret – and had a marvelous
view of all the action.
So what’s next? Well, I think I’d like
to experience some more opera –
maybe some traditional, wig-wearing
warbling opera so I have something to
compare with my more recent modern
experiences.
And if there’s anything you think I
shouldn’t miss in 2012, please let me
know at deafinitelygirly@gmail.com and
I’ll let you know how I get on.

www.deafinitelygirly.com

Shape Diamonds is designed to
support disabled people who face barriers
when accessing cultural venues, enabling
members to participate fully in the exciting
calendar of arts and cultural events taking
place in London in 2012.
Our programme for January, February
and March has already been announced,
featuring a number of captioned and British
Sign Language interpreted events.
Deaf and Hard of hearing people who
join Shape Diamonds for free can enjoy trips
to the National Portrait Gallery, National
Maritime Museum and the smash hit West
End musical Rock of Ages.
Shape Diamonds members will be met

at venues by our trained volunteer Access
Assistants, who can help our members feel
more comfortable and confident in engaging
with the arts.
There will be an evolving programme
of events to get involved with and the size
and variety of these events are organised to
reflect the diverse interests of our members.
Ardent Hare works with galleries,
museums, theatres, film and music venues
to secure reduced priced tickets and to
ensure access requirements are met for
every outing.
For further information or to join Shape
Diamonds visit www.shapearts.org.uk

February 2012

Shape Diamonds events

February
23 Thursday
7.30pm
National Portrait Gallery
‘Not on the Label’ BSL talk and tour
with English interpretation
26 Wednesday
Time TBC
National Maritime Museum
BSL talks, tours and subtitled film
screenings
March
29 Thursday
7pm
National Portrait Gallery
BSL Talk and Tour with English
Interpretation, Topic TBC

Hare-raising name change for disability arts organisation
The nationally respected development agency for disabled and Deaf artists, Dada-South, starts the new year proud
to announce their change of name. From 1 February the organisation will be known as Ardent Hare
Formerly known as Dada-South, Ardent
Hare was established with start-up funding
from Arts Council England, in June 2003 by
a group of ardent disabled and Deaf artists
in the south of England. It aimed to develop
Disability Arts practice in the South East.
Since then, the organization has supported
the career development of hundreds of
disabled and Deaf creative people, and
become a highly respected agent of creative
and social change.
Stevie Rice, Director of Ardent Hare said,
“The launch of our new name and is the
culmination of 18 months development
work in repositioning and rebranding Dada-

South to better reflect the artists with whom
we work. We’ve chosen the word ‘ardent’
because it is hardwired to ideas of intensity,
zealousness, fierceness and eagerness – all
of which echo our passion for what we do.
The hare is a symbol of renaissance, rebirth,
regeneration, transformation, enlightenment
and madness.
“The ancient Egyptian hieroglyph – a picture
of a hare – means ‘to be’ and is associated
with creation. Hare people are considered to
be very artistic and we all know that hares
are dynamic, quick movers. In many mythic
traditions, we discovered that hares are
contradictory, paradoxical creatures. We felt

this reflected our own interest in paradoxes
– disability is important/disability is not
important and the fact that disability means
different things to different people.
“We are very excited about taking the
organization forward under this new name
and we look forward to continuing the
important work that we’ve undertaken with
disabled and Deaf creative people to date.”
For further information about Ardent
Hare or to receive their newsletter visit
www.ardenthare.org.uk. Alternatively
find them on Facebook or follow them on
Twitter @ArdentHare

Learn Cued Speech at a summer camp
Parents of deaf babies and children and also professionals can learn Cued
Speech at a Summer Camp
Deaf babies and children can understand
English completely - even if they can’t hear
it - through Cued Speech. The Cued Speech
Association UK is a national charity that
teaches parents and professionals the whole
‘cueing’ system in just a few days. It is a
unique way of making English fully accessible
to a deaf person through vision alone.
The 12th residential Summer Camp is
taking place from Monday 30 July to Friday
3 August 2012 at Bicton College.
Located at a stunning south Devon
Georgian manor house with beautiful lake
and 200 hectares of parkland near to the
coastal towns of Exmouth and Sidmouth, a
variety of accommodation is available to suit
all needs.
There will be classes for all – no
knowledge is needed beforehand. The event
is an opportunity to have fun and make new
friends as well as learning to cue.
A day-time crèche will operate with staff
skilled in both Cued Speech and British Sign
Language so that parents can learn whilst
their youngsters play happily nearby.
A fun and activity-based Children’s Class,
using Bicton’s wonderful outdoor facilities, is
offered for older children aged seven years
to teens. After class activities will include
canoeing on the lake, archery, games around
the ground, and swimming.
A student who attended the last Summer
Camp commented, “I’ve come away with
inspiration to communicate on a deeper level

- using body language, expression. It’s given
me more of a sense of a ‘whole’ level of
communication.”
A parent meanwhile, said, “Thank you to
everyone who has brought Cued Speech to
my family. I felt helpless before I learnt this
skill. I can now do something that is really
starting to help my son have a more normal
life. I am eternally grateful to you all!”
Costs are kept as low as possible, and
subject to funding, reduced-price or free
tuition may be available for families who are
financially stretched.
More information is available on request.

Cued Speech is a simple
yet ingenious system of cues
(handshapes positioned around the
mouth) which when added to the
lip patterns of normal speech make
every ‘sound’ look different.
The cues can be learnt in around
20 hours and then everything parents
say will be totally clear to their baby
or child.
Research shows:
·     only 35% of speech can be
lip-read, but this rises to 96% when
the cues are added
·     deaf children brought up with
Cued Speech have literacy levels
equal to hearing children

For further information visit
www.cuedspeech.co.uk,
email training@cuedspeech.co.uk
or call 01803 832 784
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Table for One
In which Heartbreak Hearing
Loss Girl frets about how
she can move on when
one particular old flame
stubbornly refuses to go out

When social entrepreneurs Ken
Carter, Steve Crump and Mark
Borland learnt of the appalling
sexual abuse and neglect of deaf
children in a Ugandan school, it led
to the establishment of DeafKidz
International
“It was obvious there were issues of
language and deaf culture that aid workers
on the ground were ill equipped to address.
The professionals felt powerless, while
reeling from the shock of children being so
appallingly abused: deaf children are seen
as easy meat by the militants, vacant and
vulnerable.”
“We weren’t sure what the response
should be, but we knew that someone,
somewhere had to do something – DeafKidz
International was our response,” said Steve.
“It’s been 18 months in the making, many
hours have been burnt in ascertaining how
and where we should work – what precisely
our offer is and how we can deliver a tangible
difference to the lives of deaf children around
the globe.”
As Director of International Operations,
Mark Borland, observes, it’s been quite a
journey, “We’ve worked carefully to assemble
and test our model of working. We’ve
consulted extensively with the humanitarian
aid community, with both our board members
and our advisory team. With input from War
Child, the Mines Advisory Group, RedR UK,
Disabled Child India and Operation Smile UK
we believe our approach has legs.
“A key
emphasis
for
DeafKidz
International is local partnerships, local
leadership and impact analysis – ensuring
that the donor community see value for
money and that DeafKidz International
becomes the preferred partner of choice.”
“Part of our gestation has been an
assessment and critical study of other
agencies working in deafness and
development,”
said
Steve,
DeafKidz
International’s Chief Executive. “There’s
good and admirable work being undertaken
by other organisations. We were worried that
we might be entering a crowded space – but

The text comes through as I’m
finishing my first ever, and, in all
probability, last ever yoga class. (Well,
you try doing the Downward Dog
when you can’t hear a flipping word
the teacher is saying and see how you
get on.)
Do u fancy coming over this eve to
drink champagne and celebrate the
end of my course?

DeafKidz International is currently in partnership discussions with the Deaf Elite Education
Centre in Uganda – a number of programme evolutions are being explored

the need is huge and DeafKidz International’s
core proposition is unique - support and
empowerment for deaf children.”
With partnership negotiations underway
in South Africa, India, China, Haiti and
Uganda, DeafKidz International Chairman,
Ken Carter, is buoyant, “We’ve gone to
great lengths with DeafKidz International
to stand convention on its head. To this
end we’ve assembled a powerful support
coalition comprising a number of NGO, donor
community and political representatives.

“In Uganda deaf children are seen
as easy meat by the militants”
“All are committed to our operating
themes of ‘Rights, Learning, Technology
and Emergency’, which will enable us to
tackle the sort of appalling abuse we’ve
seen in Uganda. In addition we’ll be applying
particular attention to the issue of HIV/AIDS
which we believe to be little understood in
deaf contexts.”
With more than 15 years experience of
humanitarian aid work with the International
Red Cross, the Mines Advisory Group

and Operation Smile, Steve is determined
DeafKidz International will work. “If the team
and our supporters can make a difference,
then our efforts are worthwhile. At the Mines
Advisory Group I used to say that if my
existence can stop one child standing on a
landmine then it’s all worthwhile.
“That same approach stands here – if the
team and supporter community at DeafKidz
International can stop the abuse of one deaf
child, in a complex emergency scenario, then
we’ll go home happy”.
As former city trader and charity Chief
Executive Mark Borland comments, one
paramount given for DeafKidz International
is sustainability. “Our American donor
community supporters are making it clear to
us that sustainability is essential. I think we’re
all aware that we will also need stamina.
Changing attitudes to deaf children in rural
China doesn’t happen quickly. But rest
assured, we’re here for the long haul”.
For further information about Deafkidz
International visit
www.deafkidzinternational.org or email
steve.crump@deafkidzinternational.org

Stephen is ‘The King’ of fundraising
National charity Deafness Research UK received a welcome £1,500 boost recently - thanks to
the hair-raising activities of an Elvis-impersonating man from Oxfordshire with a difference
City worker Stephen Conway from Mitton
has spent the last six years impersonating
famous ‘hairy heroes’, swapping his suit for
hirsute all in the name of charity and this
year the plight of a client’s young daughter
persuaded him to turn his hair-raising efforts
towards Deafness Research UK.
”Every year I raise money for charity by
growing comedy facial hair for a month,”
explained Stephen. “It started as a bit of fun
and because my wife and three daughters
don’t like it much!” laughed Stephen.
“It does raise some eyebrows at work,
but it’s proved a great icebreaker and, more
importantly, raised a lot of money for several
charities in the process.
“I usually support a charity that catches
my attention in some way,” added Stephen.

“This year a client and long standing friend
told me about his daughter who is profoundly
deaf and all about Deafness Research UK,
and I decided I would look to raise money for
them this year.”
Stephen decided to impersonate ‘The
King’ – complete with sideburns and spangled
suit - and in doing so has been able to donate
a princely sum to Deafness Research UK.
Previous years have seen Stephen
impersonate everyone from ‘Merv the
Swerve’ and Abraham Lincoln to Wolverine
of X-Men fame and the search is already on
for a new hairy hero to impersonate.
“We are all delighted with Stephen’s
fundraising efforts on our behalf,” said
Deafness Research UK Individual Giving
Fundraiser Danny Whiteside.

“Growing
comedy facial hair
to raise money is
certainly a new
one for us, but
given that much
of our research
is focused on
the hair cells of
the inner ear,
Stephen’s efforts
seem appropriate
and we are very grateful.”
While Stephen had a close shave in time
for a family Christmas, it is still not too late
to support his hair-raising efforts and his
Elvis Just Giving page can be found at www.
justgiving.com/Stephen-Conway2 with all
proceeds going towards Deafness Research
UK.
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This is G, the Bloke Before, who
dumped me a few months back,
evidently “too busy” with his studies to
be troubled with anything as tediously
troublesome and relentlessly timeconsuming as a girlfriend.
Now, apparently, he is a free man
again. And, as he opens the door, he
is just the same as I remember him,
just the same as he ever was. He
looks and sounds tired. His hair has
grown too long, and it spills over his
collar.
I have forgotten his bachelor’s flat,
neat apart from the kitchen, where
there are still loose tiles and paper
peeling from the wall after a flooding
from upstairs. After what happened
last time I saw him, I never thought I
would set foot in this place again.
Has he forgotten about me as
well? How I sometimes pretend to
hear when I haven’t? How he has to
repeat everything six times?
So we have some food and a
glass of champagne, and it’s all very
civilised and grown-up and pleasant.
(He’s put two whole pizzas in the
oven, posh ones from Waitrose, and
waited 15 minutes for them to cook,
so he must still really like me.)
It’s not awkward at all, as we talk,
we talk, we talk, conversation and
champagne flowing. The one thing we
don’t talk about is us. Then suddenly
it’s 10pm, and I think about the long,
cold slog of a journey home.
Before I quite know what I am
doing, I have suggested I stay on
the sofa, and he looks as if someone
has just lifted up a cloche at a dinner
table to reveal a pile of dog poo on a
plate. And so, after a chaste goodnight
kiss, but with me lingering perhaps a
fraction too long over it, I leave.
There’s a massive moon in the
wintry sky – round and incredibly
bright on this cold, cloudless night. I
want him to see it, but there’s no point
in phoning. On the rare occasions
when he actually bothers to pick up,
I never hear him. I don’t think we’ve
had one decent phone conversation
in five years. I mean to text him about
the moon, but then forget.
I turn round before I’ve left the car
park to strike out across the icy, dark
park towards the station, knowing
before I turn that he will be there
at the second floor window, curtain
pulled slightly back, arm raised in
mock sombre farewell. And so he is.
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“25! I can’t believe you have been
there that long!” Well I haven’t, but
Deafax celebrated 25 years of using
telecommunications to support deaf
people last year. So how has
communication changed over the last
quarter of a century? The telephone,
invented in 1876, is generally viewed
as the start of telecommunications;
however, the first telefax between
Paris and Lyon occurred some 10
years earlier. From this early start, the
progress appears slow with the fax
machine becoming standard office
equipment in the 80s. The minicom or
textphone made its appearance in the
70s, enabling deaf people to
communicate independently.
Deafax was founded in 1985 and its
first projects used both fax machines
and minicoms to link up groups of
deaf children across the UK in a
buddying scheme. These projects
continued internationally throughout
the 90s, expanding the visions and
aspirations of young deaf people
worldwide. At the same time, the next
generation of telecoms was taking
over – the internet. Although it had
started in the 60s, it wasn’t until the
mid-90s that we saw it really taking
hold, it is now estimated that 30% of
the world’s population regularly use it.
Now it wasn’t just the demand for
communication, it was about using the
technology to train, educate and
inform. The development of the
internet has slowed down, but the
add-ons haven’t. Webcams and video
conferencing are now everyday tools,
with technology becoming smaller and
more portable.
The next stage? This is where the
fiction begins... it is nearly a year
since I first saw Cisco’s holographic
video feed into a conference in India.
A full-sized 3D man was beamed onto
the stage from California, and
explained how the technology worked.
Whilst this might be something for the
rich at the moment, who knows in
20-30 years time maybe instead of
picking up the phone, my hologram
could just as easily beam into your
sitting room and chat to you!?

www.deafax.org

Building research capacity for the future
The ESRC Deafness Cognition and
Language Research Centre (DCAL) includes
within its mission, and its core values, a
commitment to developing expertise in
deafness, language and cognition among
postgraduate research students. And
this commitment is clear from DCAL’s
postgraduate research record.
Since its foundation in 2006, DCAL staff
have supervised 15 postgraduate students in
the area of deafness, cognition and language.
As of 2011 six of these have already earned
their PhDs and another six currently working
towards their doctorate are expecting to
complete during 2012. DCAL is very proud of
these success stories, and would be glad to
welcome more students.
It is important to the centre to help build
capacity in the widest field of its research
remit, and DCAL is especially keen to
welcome junior deaf academics who will
be key in developing the future research
agenda.
An evolving global community
DCAL research students come to DCAL
from all over the world. Past and present
postgraduates have hailed from the USA,
Mexico, India, Greece, Australia, the Czech
Republic, as well as the UK, and from a
variety of backgrounds and institutions.
Some have come to us after completing
an undergraduate or MA or MSc degree in,
linguistics, psychology, applied linguistics,
deaf studies or a related field.
Some have begun as research assistants,
either at DCAL or working in a DCAL related
field in another institution. Since 2006, DCAL
has had four trainee research assistants.
These positions were created with the
intention of training new young researchers
so that they could begin postgraduate study
at DCAL at the end of their post.
An inclusive environment
DCAL is proud to have developed a strong
network of deaf and hearing researchers. To
date, we have two deaf students who have
completed their PhDs, and two current deaf
students. We have also had hearing students
with a knowledge of signing (including
those from deaf families, and others with
qualifications in Deaf Studies and in British
Sign Language (BSL)/English interpreting).
We also welcome students who are new

Zed Sevcikova /DCAL

Postgraduate students are a vital part of DCAL’s on-going commitment to postgraduate study: current students,
a personal perspective, future opportunities and a postgraduate-run conference

Discussions continue through coffee break at the first postgraduate conference on Current
Issues in Sign Language Deafness and Cognition – CISLDC 2011

to deafness and sign language research and
we support them to acquire language skills
by providing BSL training within DCAL at BSL
levels 1, 2, and 3.
Funding and supervision
DCAL students have received funding
from various sources, including UK Research
Councils such as the Economic & Social
Research Council (ESRC), Arts & Humanities
Research Council (AHRC), or from Deaf
organisations, such as Deafness Research
UK, whilst others have received funding from
governments in their home country. Students
have been supervised by DCAL directors
Woll, Campbell, MacSweeney, Morgan, and
Vigliocco, and senior researchers Cormier,
Schembri, and Atkinson. Dr Kearsy Cormier
also acts as DCAL’s postgraduate student
mentor.
Interdisciplinary research
Postgraduates studying at DCAL have
worked on and are working on important
research in a range of interdisciplinary areas
to further the understanding of deafness,
cognition and language.
Postgraduate research topics (former and
current) at DCAL include: psycholinguistics

of handling constructions in sign and gesture;
phonology and iconicity in L2 acquisition of
sign language; iconicity in sign language;
role shift in sign language and gesture;
bilingualism; lexical variation in British Sign
Language (BSL); prosody/intonation in sign
language; facial expression in deaf children
with autism.
Part of the team
DCAL students are treated in a very
similar way to DCAL staff. This means they
share DCAL administrative responsibility
and are expected to contribute to centre and
departmental meetings, conferences, and
publications. They can also expect to have
a similar level of independence in their work.
All in all this provides students with
excellent preparation for an academic career.
Not only do they get to see academic life up
close, but they live it themselves.
Several DCAL researchers are part-time
PhD students and part-time research staff,
and for them the overlap between student life
and research staff life is stronger still.
For further information visit
www.dcal.ucl.ac.uk/team

CASE STUDY: Tanya Denmark a postgraduate journey
Coming from a big deaf family I have
been using sign language all my life, but
I only incorporated it into research during
my psychology degree when I focused
on Theory of Mind in deaf children as a
dissertation topic.
It was this family link again that
encouraged me to join DCAL, as my
cousin was working as a researcher
there. He had recently completed his
PhD in the same field and he supported
me with my dissertation to the extent
that he proof read it from Vietnam in a
backstreet internet cafe! After I graduated
he informed me about the opportunity to
become a graduate intern at DCAL and I
jumped at the chance.
It was here that I learnt more about
linguistics, brain imaging and the other
strands of research at DCAL and I
relished working on different projects with
various members of staff and gaining new
experiences.
The internship was a one year post
which was aimed at familiarizing new

researchers with different research
areas at DCAL and with the intention
of encouraging the intern to develop a
PhD proposal and find an area of special
interest to them.
I developed a great interest in atypical
sign language, so with support from
colleagues at DCAL I wrote a proposal to
do a PhD on the communication abilities
of deaf children with autism. I was funded
by the ESRC in their 1+3 quota award.
This involved undertaking a one year
Masters of Research (MRes) course in
speech, language and cognition, which
comprised attending interdisciplinary
lectures, essay submission, a research
project and PhD plan; this was beneficial
as it gave me an opportunity to start
preparing for my PhD in advance and
allowed me the time to develop the
relevant research skills.
Being a PhD student at DCAL gave
me rich opportunities to network with
other researchers and receive advice
and support. There is also a good team

of other PhD
students who
often meet
up for junior
researchers’
meetings or just
post-work visits
to the pub to
offer each other a shoulder to cry on and
constructive criticism.
Having recently completed my PhD I
would recommend it to anyone; it is not
without its ups and downs, especially
those days when you feel like you will
never get it finished. But the feeling at the
end when it is sitting bound on your shelf
is great and the skills you learn along the
way are life-long. Now I just need to find
the motivation to write up those papers!
I am now working as a research
associate on the Deaf with Dementia
project at DCAL. For the future I hope to
stay involved in research; I have been at
DCAL for 6 years now and have had a
great time both studying and working here.
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Providing quality communication
services for individuals and
corporate clients alike.
Our open approach helps
us to understand your access
requirements.
The Peepul Centre,
BSL/English Interpreting
Orchardson Avenue,
Sign Supported English (SSE)
Leicester LE4 6DP
Speech to text Reporting (STTR)
Lip Speakers
www.adcommunications.org.uk
Deafblind Interpreting
Tel: 0844 5938443
Deaf Relay Interpreting
Palantypists
Fax: 08445938444
Notetaking
Minicom: 0844 5938445
Communication Support Workers
SMS: 0794 7714040

Customer Services
Tel: 01293 423700
www.siemens.co.uk/hearing

Siemens Hearing Instruments
Ltd (Crawley, West Sussex) provides a
comprehensive range of digital hearing
instruments and software, patient
management systems and audiology
equipment to the National Health
Service, independent retail dispensers
and national chains in the UK.
It is the UK operation of Siemens
Audiologische Technik (S.A.T.),
based in Erlangen, Germany. Part of
the Siemens Medical Group, S.A.T. has
been at the forefront of audiological
innovation for over 125 years and is the
world’s market leader in the design and
manufacture of audiological products.

C h art

Conversor Pro is an affordable,
simple to use, assistive listening
devise for hard of hearing people.
The device has a powerful
directional microphone which
focuses on the desired sounds
and eliminates that tiresome
background noise.
Conversor Pro can be used
at home for family gatherings,
watching television, at the office
Contact: Conversor Limited
or in the classroom and lecture
Tel: +44 (0)870 066 3499
theatres.
Email: lisa@conversorprodcuts.com
Suitable for use with multiple
Web: www.conversorproducts.com receivers.
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National PR campaigns/regional rates
Contact us for a free quotation

www.beyondpr.co.uk

beyondpr is proud to represent

IAC are the World’s largest
manufacturer of noise control
solutions and the UK’s number
one supplier of Audiology booths
and rooms.
All IAC Audiology facilities are
manufactured from laboratory and
field tested components to the
highest technical standards and
adhere to HTM 2045 design criteria.
Contact: IAC
Using a modular construction, all
Tel: +44 (0) 1962 873 000
IAC Audiology booths and rooms
are quick to install on-site and can
Email: info@iacl.co.uk
www.industrialacoustics.com be demounted and relocated without
any loss in acoustic performance.

Place a listing in the newspaper and online for only £50 per month
email info@hearingtimes.co.uk

New tinnitus leaflet available
In response to requests from
audiology professionals, the BTA
has published a new tinnitus
leaflet and poster sharing updated
information and advice about
tinnitus management

Intended as a bright, positive and
informative source of information about
tinnitus, the new leaflet includes information
on causes of tinnitus as well as treatment
options, and incorporates an A3 poster
which can be displayed on notice boards and
patient areas within clinics and surgeries.
Ten per cent of the UK adult population
have permanent tinnitus, yet in many cases
subtle changes in people’s environment can
improve quality of life. The advice within the
new leaflet aims to reassure tinnitus patients
that there are plenty of simple ways to make
a real difference to living with tinnitus.
David Stockdale, CEO at the British
Tinnitus Association, said: “We are delighted
to be able to offer our new tinnitus leaflet to
professionals, and we hope it will become
a useful resource for those consulted by
patients with tinnitus.
“The improved design and content we
have incorporated into the new leaflet has
already garnered many positive comments
from our Readers Panel.”
Multiple copies of the BTA’s new
tinnitus leaflet are available on request.
Please contact the charity on 0114 250
9933 or email info@tinnitus.org.uk.
The British Tinnitus Association is a
certified member of the Department of
Health’s Information Standard, meaning that
it is a recognised provider of trustworthy,
reliable and evidence-based health care
information to the public and medical
professionals.

Charity wins second contract to offer BSL therapy services
A national Deaf healthcare charity has recently been awarded a contract to provide psychological therapy services
for the Deaf community in the South Central region of England
SignHealth recently won the tender to
offer the first British Sign Language (BSL)
therapy services for Deaf people in the North
West and now has the South Central contract
too.
Steve Powell, Chief Executive of
SignHealth, said, “We are delighted to have
also won the contract to offer ‘Improving
Access to Psychological Therapies’ (IAPT)
services in South Central, which includes
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Hampshire, the
Isle of Wight and Oxfordshire, as well as in
the North West.”
IAPT is a government initiative aimed at
improving emotional and psychological wellbeing, and getting people into work or back
into work through a stepped care model of
cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT).
Steve added, “The IAPT service is
available for the general population, including
black and ethnic minority groups, but up until
now it has not been appropriately accessible
for the Deaf population.
“We will be providing the first specialist
IAPT services for Deaf people in England,
which will be piloted in the North West,
including Cumbria, Lancashire, Greater
Manchester, Merseyside and Cheshire, and
South Central, and will be known under the
name of ‘BSL Healthy Minds’.

one support for Deaf people experiencing
common mental health problems.
“According to a number of studies, 40% of
Deaf people will, at some time in their lives,
experience common mental health problems
such as anxiety and depression, compared
to just 20% of the hearing population,” Steve
continued.

“If it is successful it is envisaged
that it will then be extended
throughout the country.”
“Until now the communication needs of
a Deaf person seeking support for personal
issues have been managed by having an
interpreter in the room or by not accessing
any treatment at all. To provide an interpreter
is not only costly and time consuming, but
more importantly from the Deaf person’s
perspective is not therapeutically effective.
“Having a third person in the room
is intrusive and doesn’t encourage the
relationship between the therapist and client
to develop to its full potential. In many cases
the client will feel closer to the interpreter
and develop a trusting relationship with them
rather than the therapist, which can lead to
less successful treatment and the hearing
therapist feeling de-skilled.

“If it is successful it is envisaged that it will
then be extended throughout the country.”

“Having a BSL fluent therapist enables
trust to build quickly and increase the
effectiveness of the therapy enormously.”

SignHealth’s BSL Healthy Minds pilot
service will employ Psychological Wellbeing
Practitioners (PWPs), who are fluent in
British sign language, to provide one-to-

SignHealth,
which
is
based
in
Beaconsfield but provides services across
the country, is the only UK charity focused
on improving the mental and physical health

of Deaf people. The BSL Healthy Minds
service is offered in addition to SignHealth’s
Psychological Therapy Service.
The charity delivers change in care and
treatment and in providing supported living,
advocacy, outreach, psychological therapy
and health promotion, all within a BSL
supported environment.
For further information about SignHealth
or the BSL Healthy Minds service call
01494 687600, text 07966 976747 or visit
www.bslhealthyminds.org.uk
Advertisement
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Theatre
February

Captioning gives access to live performances
for deaf, deafened and hard of hearing people

Wednesday 1
2:30 PM Collaborators
National Theatre, London

7:30 PM The Kreutzer Sonata
The Gate, London

Thursday 2
2:00 PM South Pacific
The Mayflower, Southampton

Tuesday 14
7:30 PM The Trial of Ubu
Hampstead Theatre, London

7:30 PM Top Girls
Theatre Royal, Bury St Edmunds

Thursday 16
2:00 PM George’s Marvellous Medicine
Civic Theatre, Chelmsford

7:30 PM Our New Girl
Bush Theatre, London
7:30 PM Calendar Girls
Birmingham Hippodrome, Birmingham
Friday 3
7:00 PM Swallows and Amazons
Edinburgh Festival Theatre, Edinburgh

8:00 PM Shallow Slumber
Soho Theatre Upstairs, London
7:30 PM Chicago
Bradford Theatres, Bradford
7:45 PM Waiting for Godot
West Yorkshire Playhouse, Leeds

Saturday 4
2:00 PM The Winter’s Tale
Lyceum Theatre, Sheffield

Saturday 18
2:30 PM The Way of the World
The Crucible, Sheffield

2:30 PM The Wizard of Oz
London Palladium , London

2:30 PM One Man, Two Guvnors
Adelphi Theatre, London

Monday 6
7:30 PM Backbeat
Duke of York’s Theatre, London

2:30 PM Calendar Girls
The Marlowe Theatre, Canterbury

Tuesday 7
8:00 PM Noises Off
Old Vic Theatre, London
Wednesday 8
7:45 PM Constellations
Royal Court Theatre, London
7:45 PM The Infamous Brothers Davenport
Lyceum Theatre, London
Thursday 9
7:30 PM Spamalot
New Victoria Theatre, Woking
7:30 PM Grease
His Majesty’s Theare, Aberdeen
Friday 10
7:45 PM Reasons to be Cheerful
Wolsey Theatre, Ipswich
Saturday 11
2:30 PM War Horse
New London Theatre, London
2:30 PM Star Quality
New Theatre, Cardiff

3:00 PM Outward Bound
Finborough Theatre, London
Wednesday 22
7:30 PM The King and I
The Lowry, Salford
Thursday 23
7:30 PM The House of Bernardo Alba
Almeida Theatre, London
7:30 PM Murder on the Nile
Palace Theatre, Southend
Friday 24
7:45 PM Someone who’ll watch over me
Perth Theatre, Perth
Saturday 25
2:00 PM Sister Act
The Mayflower, Southampton
2:30 PM Someone who’ll watch over me
Perth Theatre, Perth
7:30 PM Three Days in May
Trafalgar Studios, London

2:30 PM The Infamous Brothers Davenport
Lyceum Theatre, London

Monday 27
7:30 PM Angus, Thongs and Even More
Snogging
West Yorkshire Playhouse, Leeds

Monday 13
7:30 PM South Pacific
Alexandra Theatre, Birmingham

Wednesday 29
7:30 PM Travelling Light
National Theatre, London

Photo of the Month
Violet Oliver

A miscellany of theatre, film, charity and fundraising events
to keep readers informed of happenings in deaf
and hard of hearing communities

Events
February

Beckenham Deaf Social

Friday 3, 7:00 PM
Price: FREE
St George’s Church Hall, 5 Albermarle
Road, Beckenham BR3 5HZ
Beckenham Deaf Club is open on the 1st
and 3rd Friday of the month. Welcoming
children, youths, adults and elderly people,
tea and coffee, soft drinks and snacks
served at reasonable prices.
For further information email cheryl.culver@
remark.uk.com or SMS 07595 036 641

Introduction to Animation in York

Saturday 4
10:00 AM – 4PM
Price: FREE
Films Music and That Studio, Young Groves, 84,
Lowther Street, York, YO31 7LX
Is your child interested in comics, cartoons
and animation? Do they love drawing, model
making and creating characters?
Then BOOK NOW for this brilliant
opportunity for 10 to 16 year olds where
they will: come up with their own ideas and
stories, create their own characters, learn
about creating different types of animation
from flip books to stop motion films (like
Wallace and Gromit)
The workshop will be run by Biomation an
organisation that helps young people to use
animation to get their message across in an
exciting and accessible way. Biomation have
worked with deaf young people to make this
brilliant deaf awareness animation.
For further information email events@ndcs.
org.uk or call 0121 2349820 or visit www.
ndcs.org.uk

Discover Arts Weekend - Scotland

Friday 10 at 5PM until Sunday 12 at 4PM
Age range: 11-15
Price: FREE
Carronvale House, Carronvale Road, Larbert,
Stirlingshire, FK5 3LH
Book your child onto this NDCS event for
a weekend crammed with creativity where
they can: get messy and creative in a visual
arts workshop, create your own photos
without using a camera, learn how to take
great pictures in a fun photo-shoot, play the
clown, learn to juggle and tightrope walk in a
circus workshop
Saturday’s activities will be held at Trongate
103 in Glasgow. Over the weekend there
will be three workshops led by brilliant
organisations: Visual Arts led by Project Ability,
Photography led by Street Level Photoworks,
Circus skills led by Theatre Modo
For further information email derek.todd@
ndcs.org.uk or call 0141 332 6133 (minicom)
or visit www.ndcs.org.uk

Weekend for Families with PreSchool Deaf Children - Norwich

Saturday 11 9AM until Sunday 12 at 2PM
Price: FREE
Holiday Inn Norwich North, Cromer Road,
Norwich, Norfolk, NR6 6JA
An opportunity for families from across the
country to spend a relaxing and informative
few days in the company of other families
who all have at least one thing in common –
they have a pre-school child with a hearing
loss. The topics covered will include:
schools and education, positive parenting,
real life experiences, communication, play.
A mobile crèche company will care for your
little one, while you can focus on gaining
valuable knowledge.
For further information email suzan.
oktemgil@ndcs.org.uk or call 0121 234 9820 or
visit www.ndcs.org.uk

The Heart of the Great Alone:
Scott, Shackleton & Antarctic
Photography

BSL interpreted & lipspeaking guided
tour
Wednesday 22, 6PM
The Queen’s Gallery, Buckingham Palace
Explore the incredible Antarctic
expeditions of Captain Scott and Sir
Ernest Shackleton. Curator Sophie
Gordon will highlight key works from
the photographs of Herbert George
Ponting and Frank Hurley which show the
extraordinary environment of ‘the Heart of
the Great Alone’.
BSL Interpretation and Lipspeaking
support will be provided.
To book or for further information
call: 020 7766 7323
email: adultlearning@royalcollection.
org.uk
online: www.rceltickets.com
website: www.royalcollection.org.uk

Talks

with speech-to-text transcription

February
Thursday 2
7:00 PM Leap of Faith
Wellcome Collection, London
Friday 3
6:30 PM Sublime Words, Ridiculous
Images
British Library (General talks), London
Wednesday 15
3:00 PM In Search of the South Pole
The Royal Collection, London
Friday 17
6:00 PM David Hockney RA: A Bigger
Picture
The Royal Academy of Arts (Interact),
London
Saturday 18
8:00 PM 60 Years On
Kings Place, London
Sunday 19
2:00 PM Tales of Mediterranean
Coexistence
Kings Place, London
Sunday 19
3:30 PM Fagin The Jew
Kings Place, London
Tuesday 21
1:00 PM Lord Lister: the early years
The Royal College of Surgeons, London
Wednesday 22
2:00 PM Charles Dickens and the
Gothic for Cinema
British Library (Talks for schools),
London
8:30 PM Religion and Science
Kings Place, London
Friday 24
6:30 PM The Most Splendid Court in all
Christendom
British Library (General talks), London

Seen a play or film recently?

Want to write a review?
email editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
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Where there’s a
Will there’s a way

Completely deaf in one ear for
most of his life, Will Perkins from
Hungerford, Berkshire, is running to
raise money for a charity close to his
heart by participating in the Brighton
marathon on 15 April 2012 for national
charity Deafness Research UK
Explaining
why he chose to
run for Deafness
Research
UK,
Will said, “I had
a meningitis type
illness when I
was about two
years old, which
is believed to
have caused my
hearing loss. A
couple of years later we discovered that I was
completely deaf in one ear and by this time
nothing could be done to help. I know that
at the moment there is no way of restoring
my hearing, but the work Deafness Research
UK do and the research the charity funds will
hopefully one day bring technology on far
enough to cure people like myself.”
Recently having had to give up playing
football, Will decided that now was a
good time to concentrate on training for a
marathon, a personal challenge he’s always
wanted to fulfil. “Running for a charity which
is so close to me just makes sense. Deafness
Research UK is all about finding cures for
and supporting people like myself so running
the marathon and raising money for them at
the same time offers me the chance to give
something back and help them continue their
vital research.”
Hoping to double the target set by
Deafness Research UK, Will is looking to
raise a massive £1,000 for the charity by
the race date, 15 April 2012, when he is also
hoping to complete the 26.2 mile route in
fewer than four hours.
Anyone wishing to support Will with his
marathon run and fundraising efforts can
donate safely online by visiting his Just Giving
page www.justgiving.com/William-Perkins
Anyone inspired by Will’s story and efforts
can join him running the Brighton marathon
for Deafness Research UK, which still has
a limited number of places available and is
supported by the fundraising team at the
charity and once registered you will receive
a running vest, a fundraising pack, training
advice and telephone and email support.
Danny Whiteside, Individual Giving
Fundraiser at Deafness Research UK, said,
“It’s great to hear about Will’s fundraising
efforts and we are so grateful for the much
needed individual fundraising people do
on behalf of the charity. Our funding and
ongoing research is entirely dependent
on the efforts of people like Will and the
generosity of people sponsoring them.”
For further information on running
for Deafness Research UK visit
www.deafnessresearch.org.uk or
contact Danny Whiteside on 020
7164 2292 or email danny.whiteside@
deafnessresearch.org.uk

Won a match or run a
marathon recently?
Write it up, send it in
and you could be in the next issue!

editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
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Deaf footballer sent off for missing whistle

A deaf footballer was sent off in a Lothians Cup tie, in Scotland, after he failed to stop playing when the referee blew
his whistle
Ed Gould
Philip John Dolan, off Kilsyth Rangers
Football Club, went on to score a goal after
being ruled off side in the game versus
Armadale FC.
Dolan, known as PJ, was given a
yellow card as he turned to celebrate what
he thought was a clean goal with his team
mates. Despite protests from his team that
the midfielder had not heard the whistle, the
referee’s booking stood.
“I think he did make a mistake,” the 24
year old player told Hearing Times. “The
referee knew me from the last game we
played and also my fellow players were
telling him about my deafness.”
Dolan said that during the match it was
very windy making it especially difficult for
him to hear the whistle through his hearing
aid. “I don’t think the referee blew the whistle
loudly or long enough,” he said.
Later in the fixture, Dolan received a
second yellow card when he was judged
to have dived, leading to the sending off
and possible two game suspension. The
red card, issued by referee Gavin Duncan,
was widely reported in the Scottish press,
including the hearing impairment issue that
had contributed to the circumstance of the
initial caution.
“I was not happy about the papers saying
I dived as I simply lost balance after their
centre half pulled me down,” said Dolan,

who, like his two sisters, is profoundly deaf,
said that he would go on to be a stronger
and better player for his team following the
incident.
Kilsyth went on to win the Scottish Junior
Cup third round replay, at Albyn Park in
Broxburn, by two goals to nil.
Hearing Times contacted the Scottish
Football Association to ask about its policies
and procedures for players and officials with
disabilities, but no response was forthcoming.
Dolan, who has represented both the
Scottish Deaf national squad and the deaf
Great Britain football teams, competed in the
last Deaflympics, held in Taiwan in 2009.
“When I was younger, I played for hearing
teams as a goalkeeper,” he said. “I then had
a trial with Airdrie United Football Club at the
age of 16, which was unsuccessful, due to
my deafness.”
Following that experience, Dolan decided
to change tack and joined Glasgow Deaf
Athletic as an outfield player. “A couple of
years later, it was the best decision of my life
to join a team playing at a higher standard
of football, Kilsyth Rangers,” he said. “The
experience is making me a better player than
before.”
The semi professional player intends to
continue with representative deaf football
and build his career at Kilsyth. “I am really
enjoying my football, my team mates, the

Philip Dolan(L) claims he struggled to hear the
whistle through his hearing aids as it was windy

committee and coaching at Kilsyth,” he said.
“My manager, Eric Sinclair, has been very
supportive and encouraging of me, which has
helped me to become a strong and confident
player.”

England’s biggest deaf friendly football
competition breaks down barriers for children
Deaf young people from across
England will be putting their football
skills to the test at the National Deaf
Youth Football Tournament
The biggest annual tournament for deaf
football clubs and deaf friendly football clubs
takes place on Sunday 4 March in Liverpool
and on Sunday 18 March in Reading.
Hundreds of deaf young footballers
will enter the tournament, organised by the
National Deaf Children’s Society (NDCS), the
charity for deaf children and young people.
Teams can be made up of deaf and hearing
children as long as three or more players are
deaf.
The tournament takes place as NDCS
celebrates the major milestone of 100 football
clubs in England to signing up to the NDCS
Deaf-Friendly Football Club (FC) pledge.
Deaf children are often excluded from
mainstream sports activities because clubs
fail to consider their needs and find out how
they could make their club accessible.
For deaf children, the communication
barrier can make football clubs intimidating
environments, denying them the same
opportunities as other children to take part.
Hayley Jarvis, NDCS Inclusive Activities
Manager, said, “This tournament is a great
way for us to celebrate the success that
the clubs and the coaches have reached in
making our beautiful game accessible to deaf
children.
“The Deaf-Friendly FC project has
created unique opportunities for more than
1,000 deaf children who otherwise wouldn’t
be able to enjoy football. The milestone we
have reached is a great success, but there is
still a long way to go – only 100 out of 120,000
teams are registered as deaf friendly.
Victoria Wenman, GB Deaf Ladies
Footballer, said, “The National Youth Deaf
Football Tournament is a brilliant event for
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deaf young people. It is fantastic to see the
continued growth of deaf-friendly football.
“It was only through playing with my
deaf team that I really thrived as a confident
player. My coach knew how to communicate
with me whereas in other teams I’d played
in, communication had been an issue. It is
so important that deaf young people have the
same access to sport as other young people.”
NDCS has been working with clubs all
over the UK, including Norwich City FC,
which was the first club in England to join the
project in April 2007. Manchester United and
Arsenal have also signed up to the project
and are looking forward to competing at the
Tournaments. Now 100 clubs have signed
the pledge to increase playing, coaching and
socialising opportunities for deaf children and
young people.
Rio Ferdinand, Manchester United and
England International, said, “It’s fantastic to
know that 100 Clubs have now signed the
Deaf-Friendly Football Club Pledge. Just
because you are deaf doesn’t mean you

should be denied the right to play football.
All children deserve the chance to play
football and enjoy sport and at Manchester
United we’re really proud of the fact that our
Foundation has a Deaf Friendly team playing
in a mainstream league. With the support of
so many Clubs, hopefully we can encourage
even more deaf children to take up the game.”
The NDCS Deaf Friendly FC Project was
set up in 2007 with the help of a grant from
the UK’s largest sports charity, the Football
Foundation (FF). An additional grant of
£129,623 has been awarded by the FF, and
the Football Association has also provided
£10,000 towards continuing the project in
2010-2011.
The tournaments will take place at two
locations at the Goals Soccer Centre in
Reading and in Liverpool.
Teams who would like to enter, email
football@ndcs.org.uk or visit www.ndcs.
org.uk/football for details
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